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Town of Bar Harbor 
STATE OF MAINE 
FOR THE 
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 
1920 
BAR HARBOR. MAINE 
SHERMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY 
1921 
Report of Assessors 
Valuation of real estate resi-
dent owners $2,210,495.00 
Valuation of personal prop-
erty resident owners 472,295.00 
Total Valuation of resident 
owners $2,682,790.00 
Valuation of real estate non-
resident owners 3,898,542.00 
Valuation of personal prop-
erty non-resident owners. 224,182.00 
Total valuation of non-
resident owners 4,122,724.00 
Total valuation of Town, 
April 1, 1920 6,805,514.00 
Total valuation of Town, 
April 1, 1919 6,801,909.00 
Increase in valuation since April 1st, 1919... 3,605.00 
Amount of Appropriations 199,529.00 
Amount of State Tax. . . . 50,181.66 
Amount of County Tax. 10,048.23 
Amount of Bridge District Tax 5,120.76 
Amount of Overlay 3,664.40 
Supplementary Tax 494.85 
69,509.90 
269,038.90 
4 REPORT OF ASSESSORS 
Rate of Taxation, $39.00 per $1000.00. 
Tax on each poll, $3.00. 
Number of polls, 1043. 
Tax assessed on resident estates 104,628.81 
Tax assessed on non-resi-
dent estates 160,786.24 
Tax assessed on polls 3,129.00 
Supplementary Tax assessed.... 494.85 
$269,038.90 
Respectfully submitted, 
CALVERT G. HAMOR, 
FRED L. HADLEY, 
JOHN SUMINSBY, 
Assessors of Bar Harbor. 
Report of Selectmen 
The Board of Selectmen of the Town of Bar Harbor 
herewith submit their annual report for the year 1920. 
Respectfully submitted, 
B. H. YOUNG, 
EUGENE R. LELAND, 
ERNESTO G. FABBRI, 
HENRY LANE ENO, 
HARRY C. COPP, 
CLARENCE E. DOW, 
GERARD F. ALLEY, 
Selectmen of Bar Harbor. 
COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT o> 
Municipal Assets End of Fiscal Year 
Fixed Town Property 
Town Property Available for Conversion. 
Movable Town Property 
Due from State of Maine 
Due from other Cities and Towns 
Tax Deeds 
Uncollected Taxes 
Cash on hand and in banks 
Total Municipal Assets 




Notes, Permanent School Fund 
Interest accrued on notes and bonds. 
Total Municipal Liabilities 
Municipal Proprietary Interest 
$205,050.00 205,050.00 
72,550.00 72,650.00 100.00 
39,077.49 39,535.23 457.74 
667.31 831.16 163.85 
637.57 314.66 322.91 
369.54 21.77 347.77 
19,549.98 15,962.02 3,587.96 O 
20,861.44 24,022.65 3,161.21 
O 
$358,763.33 $358,387.49 $ 375.84 
F
 SELE 
$157,500.00 145,000.00 12,500.00 
CTM
EN





1,973.24 1,816.26 156.98 
$163,801.94 151,144.96 
194,961.39 207,242.53 13,032.82 
12,656.98 
$358,763.33 $358,387.49 
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Inventory—Jan. 1, 1921. 
FIXED TOWN PROPERTY 
Usable School Property $ 157,950.00 
Old Town House and Lot at Salisbury Cove— 250.00 
Town Landing at Hadley's Point 50.00 
Crusher Lot on Ledgelawn Avenue 2,000.00 
Town Lock-Up—Rodick Street 800.00 
Town Stable 500.00 
Isolated Hospital and Lot—Eagle Lake 500.00 
Isolated Hospital and Lot—Eagle Lake Road.. 9,500.00 
Engine House and Lot, Hulls Cove 1,000.00 
Engine House and Lot, Bar Harbor 30,000.00 
New Park Property 2,500.00 
$205,050.00 
PROPERTY AVAILABLE FOR CONVERSION 
Grand Central Lot (Village Green) $50,000.00 
Grant Property 21,000.00 
Rosenbaum Lot (Acquired by Sheriff's Sale 
for Taxes) 200.00 
Varney Lot (Acquired by Sheriff's Sale for 
Taxes) 350.00 
Thompson Lot (Acquired by Sheriff's Sale 
for Taxes) 100.00 
Ocean Drive Lot 1,000.00 
$72,650.00 
MOVABLE TOWN PROPERTY 
Education— 
Common Schools $3,587.38 
HighSchools 5,177.11 8,755.49 
Weights and Measures 191.24 
Highway Department 8,710.00 
Fire Department 21,578.50 
Sewer Department 300.00 
$39,535.23 
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DUE FROM STATE OF MAINE 
State Pensions $ 153.00 
Mothers' Aid 261.00 
Poor Account 412.16 
Hens killed by dogs 5.00 
$ 831.16 
DUE FROM OTHER CITIES AND TOWNS 




List of Tax Deeds 
Feb. 10, 1912 Ida May Strout 21.77 
Uncollected Taxes 
Uncollected Taxes 1918 $1,474.06 
Uncollected Taxes 1919 1,994.34 
Uncollected Taxes 1920 12,493.62 
$15,962.02 
Cash on Hand and in Banks 24,022.65 
Date Rate Amount 
1907 4 p. c. $ 25,000.00 
1908 4 p. c. 21,000.00 
1909 4 p . c. 15,000.00 
1909 4 p. c. 10,000.00 
1911 4 p . c. 7,500.00 
1912 4 p. c. 21,000.00 
1915 4 p. c. 45,500.00 
$145,000.00 
OUTSTANDING BONDS 
Due Purpose Payable At 
Sept. 1, 1921 High School Bldg. Newburyport, Mass. 
to Sept. 1, 1925. 
$5000 each year 
April 1, 1926 High School Bldg. Treasurer's Office, 
Bar Harbor, or City S" 
Trust Co., Boston 3 
Sept. 10, 1921 School Building Treasurer's Office, 
to Sept. 10, 1923. Bar Harbor, Maine 8 $5000. each year ^9 
Sept. 10, 1924 School Building Treasurer's Office, r 
Bar Harbor, Maine 
Oct. 1, 1921 Fire Engine House Portland, Maine I 
Oct. 1, 1923. z 
$2500. each year 
Sept. 1, 1927 Park Property Augusta Savings Bank 
Augusta, Maine 
Sept. 1, 1925 Refunding First National Bank, 
Bar Harbor, Maine. 
Date Rate Amount 
Dec. 24, 1920 6 p. c. 
Dec. 24, 1920 6 p. c. 
$1250.00 
$1250.00 
Jan. 28,1909 6 p. c 
4 months 
3 months 
3 months, 21 days, 





Due Payable to Authorization 
Sept. 24, 1921 B. H. B. & Trust Co. Vote of Town 
Sept. 24, 1921 First National Bank Vote of Town 
TOWN SCHOOL FUND 
$1828.70 Note Deposited with H. F . Carter, Agt., Interest paid to Jan. 28,1921 
Interest on Bonds, Accrued and Unpaid 
Interest on $25,000.00 High School Building Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 21,000.00 High School Building Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 15,000.00 School Building Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 10,000.00 School Building Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 7,500.00 Fire Engine House Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 21,000.00 Park Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on 45,500.00 Refunding Bonds 4 p. c. 
Interest on Notes, Accrued and Unpaid 
7 days Interest on $1250.00 at 6 p. c 
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STATEMENT OF INCOME 
Property and Poll Tax Revenue 
Appropriations $264,879.65 
Licenses and Permits 491.45 
Grants and Gifts 
State for Common Schools 12,234.63 
State for High Schools 500.00 
State for Industrial Education 1,611.54 
State for Public Library 50.00 
Special Assessment 
State for R. R. & Tel. Tax 108.55 
DEPARTMENTAL INCOME 
General Government 27.30 
Protection of Persons and Property 
Fire Department 872.02 
Police Department 140.64 
Health and Sanitation 
Board of Health 25.00 
Charities and Corrections 
Poor Department. 826.74 
Education 
Common Schools 109.72 
Common Schools Expense , .. 10.91 
High School 461.78 
Industrial Education 34.82 
Educational Administration 49.04 
Interest 1,828.84 
Unclassified 
Grant Cottage 617.50 
Sundry Receipts 60.00 
Mothers'Aid 595.83 
Highways, Bridges and Lights 
Street Lighting 100.00 
Oiling and Sprinkling 120.33 
State Aid Road 1,712.82 
General Roads 1,328.39 
TOTAL GENERAL AND DEPARTMENTAL INCOME $288,797.50 
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LESS 
Expended for State Tax $50,181.66 
Expended for County Tax 10,048.23 
Expended for Bridge Dist. Tax... 5,120.76 65,350.65 
$223,446.85 
Less appropriation for payment of notes and 
bonds 15,000.00 
Net Income available for Municipal Use. . .. $208,446.85 




General Government $ 9,668.51 
Protection Persons and Property 18,018.03 
Health and Sanitation... .. 10,709.31 




Water Rents 3,825.00 
Interest 8,169.10 
Unclassified 7,691.59 
Mothers' Aid 1,713.66 
Highways, Bridges and Lights. . 76,688.30 
Expenditures for Municipal 
purposes of operation $215,003.86 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Revenue and Expense 
1919 1920 Increase Decrease 
Gross Revenue $271,675.15 $288,797.50 $ 17,122.35 
Less 
State Tax 51,927.65 50,181.66 1,745.99 
County Tax 9,404.28 10,048.23 643.95 
Bridge District Tax 3,944.37 5,120.76 1,176.39 
Bonds Paid 2,500.00 2,500.00 H 
Permanent Notes Paid 12,500.00 12,500.00 g 
H 
Total Deductions $80,276.30 $80,350.65 ° 
> 
Net Revenue Available for Municipal Use.. . $191,398.85 $208,446.85 $ 17,048.00 a 
Expenses o 
General Government $ 8,634.25 9,668.51 1,034.26 " 
Highways, Bridges and Lights 86,415.19 76,688.30 9,726.89 
Protection of Persons and Property 17,473.14 18,018.03 544.89 
Health and Sanitation 7,327.14 10,709.31 3,382.17 
Charities and Corrections 7,362.30 7,199.28 163.02 
Education 47,684.65 62,475.88 14,791.23 
Libraries . . . 550.00 550.00 





Total Municipal Expenses. 
Deficit-Expense Exceeds Income 1919. 



































General G o v e r n m e n t $9,500 00 
Protect ion of Persons anil Proper ty 
Fire Department . 10,109.00 
Forest hires . . . . . . . 150.00 
Combination Hose and Chemical Truck . . . 2,000.00 
Police Pepartnient . . 6,500.00 
Inspection of Weights and Measures . . 150.00 
Heal th a n d San i t a t ion 
Board of Health 2,000.00 
Isolated Hospital . 300.00 
Garbage Disposal , . . . 3,500.00 
Sewers Repair 2,500.00 
Sewer Hancock Street 2,000.00 
Sewer Summer Street . 400.00 
Sewer -Prospect Avenue 400.00 
Char i t ies and Correc t ions 
Poor Department 5,500.00 
Educa t ion 
Common Schools 17,000.00 
Common Schools, Expense 4,000.00 
High Schools 17,700.00 
Industrial Education 2,300.00 
Educational Administration 2,200.00 
Repair Rural School Buildings 1,500.00 
Kindergarten 400.00 
Library 500.00 
Recrea t ion 


















159.78 1,840.22 SO 









2,446.26 53.74 v. 
M 1,447.72 552.28 r 
714.11 314.11 
364 39 35.61 
826.74 7,199.28 872.54 H 
Z 
2,344.35 30,820.26 1,475.91 
10.91 4,387.98 377.07 
961.78 19,954.52 1,292.74 
















Memorial Day 200.00 
Open Air Concert 2,000.00 
Boston Symphony Orchestra 6,000.00 
Water Ren ts 4,075.00 
In te res t 6,000.00 
Unclassified 
Public Parks 350.00 
Cemetery Grounds at Salisbury Cove 200.00 
Screening Bubble Pond and Lakewood 150.00 
Advertising Bar Harbor 6,500.00 
Band Stand on Village Green 1,500.00 
Special Town Meeting of May 12, 1919 10.00 
Grant Cottage 
Other Expenses (Sundry Accounts) 
Bridle Paths 
Mothe r s ' Aid 900.00 
Highways, Bridges a n d Lights 
Street Lighting 8,500.00 
Oiling and Sprinkling 8,000.00 
Rebuilding highway from Howard Greenhouse 
to Cleftstone Road 3,953.00 
Road from Schoolhouse in Young's District to 
A. Mitchell's 1,000.00 
New Eagle Lake Road 1,000.00 
Gravelling Road from Morris Cottage to Duck 
Brook Bridge and fromGurnee's to Cottage St. . 450.00 
























617.50 164.10 453.40 
60.00 94.05 34.05 
760.97 760.97 
595.83 1,713.66 217.83 



































































Permanent Road Drainage.. 





State Highway Maintenance. 














Othe r Receipts 
Licenses and Permits 
Railroad and Telegraph Tax 
$184,529.00 $23,317.85 $215,003.86 $14,022.76 $6,865.75 
491.45 
108.55 
Total Amounts Affecting Departmental Operations . 







O t h e r Receipts 
Temporary Loans 
Permanent Loan, Account Bridle Paths 
State of Maine, Aid to Dependents of Soldiers, 
Sailors, and Marines 


































































Name of Department 
State of Maine, 1919 Poor Account 
State of Maine, 1919 !VTothers' Aid 
State of Maine, 1919 Aid to Dependents of Sol-
diers, Sailors and Marines 
State of Maine, 1919 Soldiers' Pensions 
State of Maine, 1919 Mothers' Aid 
Bar Harbor Motor Co., 1919 Highway Dept 
Town of Mt. Desert, 1919 Poor Account 
B. A. Hamor, 1919 Highway Dept 
Charles W. Jordan, 1919 Highway Dept 
City of Bangor, 1919 Poor Account 
Town of Bluehill, 1919 Poor Account 
John Weed, 1919 Poor Account 
Lester McFarland, 1919 Highway Dept 
Town of Otis, 1919 Poor Dept 
Town of Machias, 1919 Poor Account 
City of Rockland, 1919 Poor Account 
Cyr Brothers Co., 1919 Highway Dept 
R. H. Kellara, 1919 Highway Dept 
V. F. Gooch, Tax Deed Sold 
City of Brewer, 1919 Board of Health 
Town of Franklin, 1919 Poor Account 
State of Maine, 1919 Hens Killed by dogs 
W. P. Wadleigh, Dog Licenses 
Poll Taxes, omitted from list 1918 and 1919 


































































































Name of Department 
Other D i sbu r semen t s 
Paid State of Maine, Dog Licenses 
Paid for Hens killed by Dogs , 
Paid for State Pensions 
Paid for State Tax 
Paid for Bridge District Tax 
Paid for County Tax 
Paid for Bills due previous to 1920 
Paid for Aid to Soldiers, Sailors and Marines. . . . 
Paid for Temporary Loans 
Paid for Abatements 
Total Orders Drawn in 1920 
Total Appropr ia t ions 
Assessed for S t a t e Tux 
Assessed for C o u n t y Tax 
Assessed for Bridge Dist r ic t Tax 
Assessed for Overlay 
Assessed for S u p p l e m e n t a r y Tax 























$382,665.38 $383,092.13 $14,022.76 $6,865.75 
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RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER'S CASH 
Receipts 
Cash on hand Jan. 1,1920 — 






















Temporary Loans 85,000.00 
Permanent Loans. 2,500.00 
Departmental Receipts 23,317.85 
Licenses and Permits 491.45 
Railroad and Telegraph Tax „. 108.55 
State Pensions for State 366.00 
Aid to Dependents of Soldiers, Sailors & Marines 110.00 
1919 Accounts due from State 732.78 
1919 Accounts due from other Cities & Towns 650.13 
1919 Accounts due Highway Ddpartment. . 123.00 
Dog Licenses collected 196.00 
Poll Taxes (omitted from 1918-1919 l i s t s ) . . . . 6.00 
Tax Deed Sold 23.22 
John N. Weed, bill paid 1.50 
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Temporary Loan 85,000.00 
State of Maine, Dog Licenses 196.00 
Hens Killed by Dogs 5.00 
State Pensions 519.00 
State Tax 50,181.66 
County Tax 10,048.23 
Bridge District Tax 5,120.76 
Bills due previous to 1920 433.43 
Aid to Dependents of Soldiers, Sailors and 
Marines 110.00 
Cash on hand Jan. 1,1921 24,022.65 
$405,640.59 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
B. H. Young, selectman $ 50.00 
Eugene R. Leland, selectman 50.00 
Ernesto G. Fabbri, selectman 50.00 
Harry C. Copp, selectman 50.00 
Henry Lane Eno, selectman 50.00 
Clarence E. Dow, selectman 50.00 
Geiard F. Alley, selectman 50.00 
Barbara A. Leland, bookkeeper. .. 936.00 
W. P. Wadleigh, bookkeeper 36.00 
Charles F. Paine, treas. & collector... 1,750.00 
Fred L. Hadley, auditor 125.00 
John W. Davis, building inspector.. 150.00 
John Suminsby, assessor 497.50 
Fred L. Hadley, assessor 431.00 
Calvert G. Hamor, assessor 343.00 
Sophia Hillson, typewriting for as-
sessors 165.00 
John Suminsby, cash paid out 1.94 
Fred L. Hadley, cash paid out 3.48 
Calvert G. Hamor, use of team 15.00 
Sherman Publishing Co., printing 
townreport 270.00 
Trustees of Island Lodge, rent 1,100.00 
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F. H. Gould, expense of assessors. . 15.00 
W. H. Sherman, mdse. . . . . 121.77 
Elliot Fisher Co., supplies 3.60 
Hollis C. Higgins, car hire 4.50 
James Foley, team hire 5.00 
Bar Harbor Times, Mdse, printing, 
etc •. 45.50 
Eric P. Stone, milk analysis 90.00 
William McFarland, janitor 354.00 
Portland Directory Co., Maine Reg-
ister 3.00 
Sherman Publishing Co., supplies, 
printing, etc 395.74 
Charles F. Paine, cash paid for 
supplies 22.49 
Barbara A. Leland, cash paid for 
supplies 5.00 
Fred L. Hadley, services on 1919 
Town Report 110.00 
Graves' Livery, posting notices 8.00 
E. K. Whitaker, labor and material.. 25.12 
R. H. Kellam, services as harbor 
master 150.00 
W. P. Wadleigh, office supplies, re-
cording, etc 264.21 
W. P. Wadleigh, services as regis-
tration clerk 50.00 
Hilda Sherman, services as regis-
tration clerk 10.00 
T. F. Mahoney, recording .67 
H. M. Conners, legal services 22.50 
Herbert Jordan, car hire 6.00 
E. W. Hill, surveying 6.00 
Ora G. Strout, removing rubbish 15.00 
G. N. Rich, maintaining watering 
tub 5.00 
H. H. Young, maintaining watering 
tub 5.00 
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Bar Harbor Transfer Co., trucking. 2.50 
First National Bank, box r e n t . . . 5 00 
Dirigo Boating Co., boat h i r e . . . 11.75 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 20.35 
Dr. J. H. Patten, services 6 00 
Harold F. Carter, agent school fund . 3.00 
C. E. Whitmore, mdse 10.80 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 199.78 
J. F. Hodgkins & Son, mdse 20.00 
Fifield & Joy, mdse 2.00 
C. A. Weaver, mdse and labor 60.00 
L. W. Tabbut & Son, mdse. and 
labor 6.43 
N. E. T. & T. Co., telephone 105.67 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co., lights 55.77 
New Casino Co., use of Casino 335.00 
Julien Emery, moderator 50.00 
James E. Marcyes, teller at town 
meeting 15.00 
Reginald Preble, teller at town meet-
ing 15.00 
Carl G. Whitaker, teller at town 
meeting 15.00 
Leroy R. Harriman, teller at town 
meeting 15.00 
Fred L. Savage, secretary warrant 
committee 35.00 
0. H. Jellison, Postmaster, stamped 
envelopes, box rent, etc 110.20 
Union Safe Deposit and Trust Co., 
treasurer's bond 62.50 
Loring, Short & Harmon, mdse 6.30 
Helen J. Yeaton, typewriting 11.00 
Arthur Cunningham, car hire 13.00 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, recording vital 
statistics 12.25 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, recording vital 
statistics 5.25 
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Dr. J. H. Patten, recording vital 
statistics 3.00 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, recording vital 
statistics 5.25 
E. E. Dorr, moving safe •' 20.00 
E. C. Webb, labor and material. . . . 21.21 
Dan T. Sullivan, office suppl ies . . . . . 25.69 
G. Arthur Liscomb, car hire 7.00 
A. H. Lynam, legal services 246.28 
Charles H. Wood, legal services 10.00 
David O. Rodick, administering 
oaths 1.00 
Fred L. Hadley, ballot clerk 15.00 
Harold Jellison, ballot clerk 10.00 
Carl G. Whitaker, ballot clerk 10.00 
Albion Sherman, ballot clerk 15.00 
Louise Leland, ballot clerk 10.00 
Elsie Jellison, ballot clerk 10.00 
Ernest Haynes, ballot clerk 5.00 
John Evans, ballot clerk 5.00 
Charles Gower, labor on booths, etc... 46.18 
R. N. Gray, car hire 8.00 
Robert L. McKay, car hire 10.00 
H. M. Conners, moderator at special 
meetings 15.00 
H. A. Lawford, painting, etc 33.53 
Quimby & Stewart, painting, etc... . 4.55 
H. A. Brown, mdse 1.00 
Lymburner Electric Co., mdse 4.25 
Amount Expended $9,668.51 
Appropriation $9,500.00 
Sundry Receipts 
Stamps sold . . .61 
Use of telephone 1.80 
Tax Collector's fees 24.89 $9,527.30 
Balance Overdrawn $ 141.21 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT 
Roy Hamor, services as chief 150.00 
Roy Hamor, services at engine house. 1,560.00 
Arthur McQuinn, services at engine 
house 1,440.00 
Roy Albee, services at engine house.. . 1,440.00 
Herbert Wilbur, services at engine 
u house 240.00 
Henry Bragdon, services at engine .. . 22.00 
Herbert Jordan, services at engine 
house 240.00 
Mt. Desert Hose Co., services at fires. 587.25 
W. M. Roberts Hook & Ladder Co., 
services at fires 335.00 
Carl D. Ingalls, clerk of Mt. Desert 
Hose Co 12.00 
Frank E. Whitmore, clerk W. M. R. 
Hook&LadderCo 12.00 
A. W. Cleaves, veterinary services.... 45.00 
E. K. Whitaker, mdse. and labor.... 8.76 
A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse. and labor.. 77.38 
Davis B. H. Buckboard Co., mdse. 
and repairs 130.54 
West End Drug Co., mdse 15.00 
W. A. Thompson, repairs on harness.. 6.75 
Utterback-Gleason Co., mdse 12.99 
C. A. Weavers & Son, shoeing 281.65 
E.T.Hamor's Sons, hay 512.48 
D. P. Brewer, hay 379.33 
Nickerson, Spratt & Greeley Co., 
hay and grain 1,065.58 
Malvern Greenhouses, mdse 2.40 
Henry Barnes, fuel.. 55.45 
Roy Hamor, freight and express 28.82 
M. L. Hamor, fuel 65.00 
Clark Coal Co., fuel 827.00 
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B. H. & U. R. P. Co., light & power... 315.39 
Bert Andrews, mdse 4.00 
Gamewell Fire Alarm Tel Co., mdse. 95.99 
John N. Harriman, labor 12.00 
L. P. Carter, mdse 18.85 
Pearl Pond, labor and material 2.36 
Quimby & Stewart, mdse 14.13 
A. R. McFarland, labor 13.00 
American La France Fire Engine Co. 
mdse . . 558.38 
H. S. McFarland, mdse 12.50 
John K. Preble, repairs 373.93 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 83.88 
Hamor & Stanley, mdse 12.00 
Lymburner Electric Co., mdse. . . . 64.72 
N. E. Tel. & Tel: Co., t e l e p h o n e . . . 35.37 
Western Union Tel. Co., clock rental 18.00 
Bar Harbor Steam Laundry, laundry. 40.60 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 9.25 
Percy Kelly, mdse 3.81 
Sherman Publishing Co., printing. 10.50 
B. H. Transfer Co., carting 9.67 
Faneuil Hall Market, mdse 9.15 
M. Franklin, mdse 23.50 
Charles A. Keucher, mdse 1.95 
Western Union Tel. Co., telegram. .47 
B. S. Higgins Co., mdse 122.45 
Bay View Grange, land rent. . . . 5.00 
Amount Expended $11,423.22 
Appropriation $10,109.00 
Sundry Receipts 
Highway Dept., labor town team 182.00 
Highway Dept., feeding team used 
on highway. 652.46 
Herbert Jordan, error in payroll.. 18.00 
Roy Hamor, chemicals 19.56 10,981.02 
Balance Overdrawn 442.20 
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FOREST FIRES 
Stewart Frost, labor at Nutting Mill 
fire $ 2.50 
Samuel Stafford, labor at Nutting 
Millfire 2.50 
Lester Moore, labor at Nutting Mill 
fire 2.50 
Ernest Joy, labor at Nutting Mill fire. 2.50 
Patrick Small, labor at Nutting Mill 
fire 2.50 
James Shea, Jr., labor at Nutting 
Millfire 2.50 
Herbert Hall, labor at Nutting Mill fire 2.50 
Arthur Buckingham, labor at Nutting 
Millfire 2.50 
Russell Lear, labor at Nutting Mill 
fire 4.00 
Roy Harriman, labor at Nutting 
Millfire 6.50 
Roy Hamor, use of car, Nutting Mill 
Millfire 4.00 
J. L. Fogg, labor of men, Nutting 
Millfire 6.00 
Willie Cunningham, car hire, Nut-
ting Mill fire . . . . 12.00 
Herbert Jordan, car hire, Robin 
HoodParkfire 2.00 
Arthur Cunningham, car hire, Fogg's 
fire 8.00 
G. M. Jellison, watchman, Kelly's 
Corner fire 8.00 
Amount Expended $ 70.50 
Appropriation 150.00 
Balance unexpended $ 79.50 
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COMBINATION HOSE & CHEMICAL TRUCK 
B. H. Young, expenses to Boston.. . . 50.10 
Roy Hamor, expenses to Boston. . . 50.10 
Roy Hamor, expenses to Bangor 16.69 
The White Co., mdse 35.65 
Roy Hamor, cash paid for freight.... 3.94 
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone calls.. 3.30 
Amount Expended $ 159.78 
Appropriation $2,000.00 
Balance Unexpended $1,840.22 
The Fire Department answered a total of 41 calls for 
the year. Ten were bell alarms; twenty-five were chemical 
calls; six were forest or grass calls. The total value of 
property in the town bell alarms was estimated at $45,100.00 
Thetotalloss 9,070.00 
The Total Insurance 32,050.00 
Respectfully submitted, 
ROY HAMOR, Chief. 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Fred H. Gerry, services as chief $ 1,830.00 
A. P. Doyle, services as patrolman... 1,534.00 
J. L. Young, services as patrolman. 1,406.00 
Herman A. Stover, services as pa-
trolman 838.00 
Everett Salisbury, services as pa-
trolman 14.00 
Frank Haslam, services as patrolman. 4.00 
Frank Wood, services as patrolman.. . 4.00 
William McFarland, services as pa-
trolman 4.00 
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone.... 55.12 
Clark Coal Co., fuel 89.11 
B.H.& U.R.Power Co., lights.. . . 51.77 
E. K. Whitaker, repairs 11.31 
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Quimby & Stewart, repairs 55.18 
Lymburner Electric Co., mdse 9.50 
L. P. Carter, labor and material 9.13 
Rodick Realty Co., land rent 150.00 
Fred H. Gerry, expense of prisoners.. 16.00 
D. S. Norris, car hire 3.50 
Hollis Higgins, car hire 11.50 
Ralph Robbins, car hire — .. 6.50 
M. A. Gott, car hire 3.50 
Graves' Livery, car hire 6.00 
Fred H. Gerry, auto registration lists 10.00 
Fred H. Gerry, cash for supplies, etc. 18.62 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 18.10 
Davis Bar Harbor Buckboard Co., 
mdse 1.80 
Dr. Charles C. Morrison, Jr., meals 
for prisoners 2.50 
Bar Harbor Times, advertisement.... .50 
L. W. Tabbut & Co., labor and 
material 39.00 
Dirigo Boating Co., boat hire 10.00 
H. F. Emery, mdse 1.95 
Xew Bar Harbor House, meals for 
prisoners . ..., 4.20 
Amount Expended $6,218.79 
Appropriation $6,500.00 
Bar Harbor Municipal Court, Officers 
fees returned. 54.47 
County Treasurer, Officers' fees 
returned 86.17 6,640.64 
Balance Unexpended. $ 421.85 
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INSPECTION 
Weights and Measures 
W. & L. E. Gurley, mdse $ 37.74 
E. Y. Leland, services as inspector... 108.00 
Amount expended $ 145.74 
Appropriation 150.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 4.26 
HEALTH AND SANITATION 
Board of Health 
W. P. Wadleigh, salary $ 911.89 
R. E. Stanley, salary 45.60 
John W. Silk. Jr., salary 75.00 
W. L. Bird, salary 42.00 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. services.... 22.50 
Dr. Charles C. Morrison, Jr., medical 
services 262.50 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. services... 21.00 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. services. . 123.50 
Dr. J. H. Patten, med. services. 2.50 
Fred A. Gonya, mdse.. . . . . . . . . 26.51 
C. B. Dodge, Co., supplies. 17.00 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 13.50 
H. K. Mulford Co., mdse 2.36 
West End Drug Co., mdse .95 
Clark Coal Co., fuel 69.40 
Graves' Livery, team hire 3.00 
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone calls.. 5.51 
High School Dept., mdse 75 
W. H. Sherman, mdse 11.79 
Sherman Publishing Co., supplies.... 24.25 
W. P. Wadleigh, cash paid for express... .80 
Henry A. Lawford, painting.. . . 5.55 
Bar Harbor Steam Laundry, laundry 8.35 
W. P. Wadleigh, expense to Au-
gusta, etc 34.98 
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W. P. Wadleigh, expense to Boston... 37.86 
Bar Harbor Times, Pub. notice 1.50 
Bar Harbor Transfer Co.. carting. 1.12 
Eric P. Stone, services 6 00 
W. P. Wadleigh, car hire 35.00 
E. S. Clark, legal services 35.00 
Arthur Cunningham, car hire 60.00 
John W. Silk, Jr.. labor & material. 25.05 
A. L. Manchester, labor 4.50 
Amount Expended. . . . $1,937.22 
Appropriation'. $2,000.00 
Bertrand Stanley, bills previously 
paid 25.00 2,025.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 87.78 
ISOLATED HOSPITAL 
W. L. Bird, painting and material. $ 248.55 
John W. Silk, Jr., labor and material.. 5.00 
X. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone 34.06 
B. H. &. U. R. Power Co., lights. 12.00 
Amount Expended $ 299.61 
Appropriation. 300.00 
Balance Unexpended $ .39 
DISPOSAL OF GARBAGE 
Robert L. McKay, contract $3,500.00 
Appropriation 3,500.00 
SEWERS 
Archie Salisbury, foreman 40.00 
Archie L. Brewer, foreman. 780,00 
James Young, labor 205.00 
Everard Alley, labor 84.00 
Eugene Jellison, labor 146.00 
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Harry McFarland, labor 96.00 
Vincent Grant, labor 14.00 
Joseph Duffy, labor 16.00 
Edward Alley, labor 14.00 
Arthur Johnson, labor 1.25 
Philmore Dorr, labor 8.50 
Norris Higgins, labor 10.62 
Eugene Leland, team hire. 96.00 
F. L. Brewer, team hire 96.00 
Brewer Ice Co., use of car 5.00 
F. E. Sherman, mdse .60 
M. F. Richards, labor and material.. 1.20 
A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse 92.09 
G. E. Soper, mdse 1.10 
L. P. Carter, mdse 56.05 
B. H. Transfer Co., trucking 12.50 
Fifield & Joy, mdse 104.78 
Robert E. Chase, services as diver.. 383.54 
John W. Silk & Son, mdse 1.10 
Brewer Ice Co., mdse 9.10 
Jordan & Ronald, mdse.. . . . . . .72 
Shea Brothers, mdse.. 152.98 
B. S. Higgins Co., mdse 4.33 
F. J. Brewer, mdse 7.80 
E. W. Hill, services 6.00 
Amount Expended $2,446.26 
Appropriation 2,500.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 53.74 
HANCOCK STREET SEWER 
James F. Young, labor 35.25 
Harry McFarland, labor 130.25 
George McLean, labor 62.25 
Vicent Grant, labor 104.25 
Andrew Perkins, labor 32.25 
Edward Alley, labor 69.00 
George Atchinson, labor 4.00 
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Joseph Duffy, labor 125.75 
Benjamin Feehan, labor 150.47 
Henry Tracy, labor 30 25 
Andrew Urquhart, labor 18.25 
Elmer E. Dorr, labor 34.00 
Charles Hass, labor 52.72 
Nelson Suminsby, labor 24.38 
John Weed, labor 36.00 
James Norton, labor 48.00 
Edward McQuinn, labor . . . 20.00 
Archie Salisbury, cash for mdse .35 
E. W. Hill, services as engineer 40.75 
Eugene Jellison, labor 9.25 
Brewer Ice Co., mdse 67.30 
Shea Bros., labor and material 247.98 
B. S. Higgins Co., labor and material.. 31.02 
C. A. Weaver, labor and material. 23.00 
Eugene R. Leland, mdse 50.00 
Wallace McGown, mdse 1.00 
Amount Expended $1,447.72 
Appropriation. 2,000.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 552.28 
SUMMER STREET SEWER 
Edward McQuinn, labor. . . . 51.00 
Everard Alley, labor 27.50 
James Norton, labor 42.50 
Vincent Grant, labor 12'. 00 
Eugene Jellison, labor 34.00 
Edward Alley, labor 37.50 
Joseph Duffy, labor 33.50 
James Young, labor... 8.00 
Bradley Frazier, labor 35.25 
Harry McFarland, labor. 21.00 
E. W. Hill, services as engineer 16.50 
L. P. Carter, labor and material 6 01 
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A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse .82 
Brewer Ice Co., mdse 11.80 
A. B. Leland, pipe 184.30 
Clark Coal Co., coal 22.80 
Shea Bros., labor and material. . . . 169.63 
Amount Expended $ 714.11 
Appropriation 400.00 
Balance Overdrawn $ 314.11 
PROSPECT AVENUE SEWER 
James Young, labor $ 48.00 
Eugene Jellison, labor 50.00 
Joseph Duffy, labor 6.00 
Vincent Grant, labor 22.00 
Andrew Urquhart, labor. 2.00 
Edward Alley, labor " 28.00 
Fred Luckings, labor 4.00 
John Weed, labor 16.00 
James Norton, labor 16.00 
Brewer Ice Co., mdse 2.80 
Shea Bros., labor and material. . . 166.59 
A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse 3.00 
Amount Expended $ 364.39 
Appropriation 400.00 




Irving Small $2,069.47 
Bertha L. Hinckley 685.00 
Martha Osgood 208.00 
Carrie M. Came 296.00 
Maisie S. Higgins 511.14 
Meda A. Dunton 353.50 
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Frank Drisko 638 83 
Alta L. Richardson 57.00 
Martha C. Jellison 248.42 
Mildred Salisbury 166.00 
Dorothy Kirk 460.00 
Ethel I. Conners 952.86 
Alliene Wilcomb 194.42 
Laura Cleaves 777.83 
Elizabeth A. Husband 777.83 
Eva M.Dunham 822.50 
Lucy E. Sturtevant 922.27 
Marie K. Maddox 831.80 
Geneva Small 404.85 
Flora M. Tabbutt 829.39 
Marion R. West 871.85 
Mabel L. Chase 798.50 
Clara E. West 817.89 
Inez C. Nickels 828.58 
Sadie A. McFarland 682.54 
Lona M. Additon 767.54 
Helen O. Additon 744.54 
Florence H. Alley 420.60 
Adelle Carter 280.00 
George S. Brookes 299.98 
Georgia McFarland 240.00 
Palmira L. Pray 701.08 
Rubie F. Lowrie 478.00 
Thelma Johnson 625.00 
June Andrews 1,087.62 
Dorothy Salisbury 32.00 
Elizabeth Liscomb 15.00 




Horace Liscomb 185.00 
Irving Hamor 136.00 
$876.00 
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Janitors 
Burton H. Webber 1,342.90 
Everett Salisbury 243.75 
Eugene Hamor 243.75 
Linwood Richardson 55.50 
Victor Higgins • 23.00 
Arnold Lunt 55.50 
Kenneth Johnson 51.00 
Wallace Harris 24.00 
Lewis M. King 57.50 
Hoyt Stanley 37.00 
Mrs. James Harris 6.00 
Carrie S. Walls 7.90 
Mrs. Ray V. Higgins 8.75 
Mrs. Alice Pettee 20.00 
Mrs. A. R. Hanscom 30.00 
Mrs. Henry Young 6.00 
Nellie Webber 9.00 
Mrs. Sadie Wolvin 5.00 
Ruth Higgins 14.00 
Bernell Salisbury 14.00 
Reginald King 35.00 
$2,289.55 
Board of Pupils 
Alice McGouldrick 154.00 
Addie M. Keene 72.00 
Mrs. Ernest M. Hall 30.00 
Mrs. Robert Stanley 42.00 
$ 298.00 
Fuel 
Clark Coal Co $4,728.31 • 
E. J. Gray 58.00 
Thomas Farley 2.00 
Eugene Hamor 5.50 
W.E.Peach 1.00 
Kenneth Johnson 8.00 
L. Mayo 1.92 
W. O. Fogg & Sons 62.00 
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Roy Cousins 4.00 
C.C.Hopkins 147.00 
Wallace McGown 24.00 
G. M. Jellison 78.00 
Harold Lunt 5.00 
Linwood Richardson 9.00 
Frederick G. Hadley 5.00 
Emery & Leland 141.75 
Frank L. Higgins 60.00 
$5,340.48 
Amount Expended $30,820.26 
Appropriation $17,000.00 
Sundry Receipts 
State of Maine 12,234.63 
Interest on Town School Fund.. 109.72 29,344.35 
Balance Overdrawn . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,475.91 
Text Books, Supplies and Other Expenses 
Silver, Burdett & Co., text books.... 297.14 
D. C. Heath, text books 6 58 
American Book Co., text books. .. 110 02 
Parker P. Scammons Co., text books 18.38 
D. Appleton Co., text books 38.34 
D. McXetton Co., text books 134.50 
Chas. E. Merrill Co., text books . . . . 13.27 
Ginn & Co., text books 144.36 
Benj. H. Sanborn, Co., text books.... 171.39 
The MacMillan Co., text books 179.74 
World Book Co., text books 27.60 
B. H. Transfer Co., trucking 11.84 
Houghton, Mifflin Co., text books... 78.32 
Frank McGouldrick, cash paid out. 27.51 
W. H. Sherman, supplies 8.77 
F. E. Sherman, supplies and repairs.. 32.16 
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 706.40 
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L. Mayo, supplies .90 
Maine Anti-tuberculosis Association, 
supplies 10.69 
The Perry Pictures Co., supplies. 4.32 
The Prang Co., supplies 7.64 
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 44.25 
Ward's, supplies 10.08 
Edward E. Babb Co., supplies 100.21 
June Andrews, supplies 2.86 
A. B. Grant, supplies 1.33 
L. W. Tabbut & Son, supplies 75 
Rand, McNally & Co., supplies 38.64 
Ryan & Buker, Inc., supplies 13.50 
The A. N. Palmer Co., supplies. . . . 9.79 
S. J. Clement, supplies 4.50 
Mrs. A. R. Hanscom, supplies .95 
Sherman Pub. Co., supplies, etc.. 26.40 
Charles A. Keucher, supplies. . . 4.60 
Loring Short & Harmon, supplies... 20.78 
Charles M. Lamprey, suppl ies . . . . .70 
D. H. Knowlton & Co., supplies. 26.25 
Howard & Brown, supplies .90 
Underwood Music Co., supplies. 10.00 
S. N. Rich, repairs 3.35 
Everett Salisbury, repairs 5.00 
H. A. Lawford, repairs 100.17 
L. P. Carter, repairs 49.05 
Burton Webber, Jr., repairs. . . . 26.00 
John W. Silk & Son, repairs. . . . 37.50 
Green & Copp Co., repairs. . . . 41.20 
West End Drug Store, repairs 1.50 
Shea Brothers, repairs. 70.35 
Victor Higgins, repairs 2.00 
James E. Marcyes, repairs 2.50 
Hoyt Stanley, repairs 1.00 
Masury-Young Co., repairs 77.92 
R. H. Moon Co., repairs 129.83 
C. E. Whitmore, repairs 9.00 
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Lymbumer Electric Co., repairs — 5.55 
John K. Preble,.repairs 81.16 
A. E. Lawrence Co., repairs 496 16 
H. A. Brown Furniture Co., repairs.. 17.10 
W. L. Bird, painting 14.39 
J. A. Stevens, painting 231.00 
A. B. & J. R. Hodgkins, repairs.... 163.38 
E. K. Whitaker, repairs 18.00 
F. J. Brewer, repairs 173.45 
W. E. Peach, repairs 75 
T. C. Higgins, repairs : 8.14 
Stanley & Simpson, repairs 16.58 
W. Grindle, repairs 1 50 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co., lights... 70.71 
A. S. Getchell, transporting teachers. 140.00 
Howard & Brown, diplomas 29.35 
M. Franklin, mdse 18.03 
Amount Expended. 4,387.98 
Appropriation 4,000.00 
Supplies sold 10.91 4,010.91 
Balance Overdrawn $ 377.07 
High School 
Teachers' Salaries 
Albert W. Austin 1,277.79 
Vesta M. Stubbs 1,293.22 
Helen J. Yeaton 1,009.64 
John H. Powers 894.50 
Thelma L. Kellogg 661.93 
Mildred A. Beatham 790.02 
Doris Pike 621.00 
J. Frank Carter 933.31 
Charles Turner 700.00 
Harold E. Vayo 1,056.80 
Madeleine Tarrant 572.39 
Rena Fowler 611.31 
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Rose Pillsbury 572.39 
Marjorie Alley 280.00 
Eugene Gordon 388.88 
$11,663.18 
Janitors 
Charles J. Fowler $1,342.90 
Fuel 
Clark Coal Co $2,697.22 
Text Books, Supplies and Other Expense 
Allyn & Bacon, text books 145.01 
C. C. Birchard & Co., text books and 
supplies 18.77 
D. C. Heath & Co., text books 50.70 
Portland Directory Co., text books. . 3.00 
Edward E. Babb & Co., text books 
and supplies 192.59 
D. McNetton & Co., text books. . . . 48.50 
Ginn & Co., text books 46.06 
Benj. H. Sanborn & Co., textbooks.. 2.23 
D. Appleton & Co., text books 17.00 
R. H. Hinkley & Co., text books. . . 51.75 
Barnes & Noble, Inc., text books . . . . .50 
Houghton, Mifflin Co., text books. . . 11.23 
The Cable Co., text books 15.75 
Emerson College Publishing Dept., 
text books 106.16 
Hinds, Hayden & Eldridge, text 
books 1.48 
Frank E. McGouldrick, cash paid out. 50.25 
Underwood Music Co,, supplies. 10.00 
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 610.47 
F. E. Sherman, supplies 77.80 
Underwood Typewriter Co., supplies. 52.00 
Oliver Ditson Co., supplies 24.46 
Royal Typewriter Co., supplies. 311.50 
Remington Typewriter Co., supplies. 21.00 
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West End Drug Co., supplies 19.24 
C. 0. Barrows, supplies 5.87 
Mcintosh Pub. Co., supplies 11.75 
B. H. Transfer Co., carting 12.84 
Sherman Pub. Co., printing 181.72 
Rand, McNalley Co., supplies 38.63 
W. H. Sherman, supplies 12.30 
The A. N. Palmer Co., supplies. . 16.00 
L. W. Tabbut & Son, supplies 3.00 
J. Frank Carter, supplies 24.35 
L. C. Smith Bros., supplies 85.00 
Fred A. Gonya, supplies 7.00 
Bar Harbor Motor Co., supplies 32.62 
W. E. Peach, removing ashes 40.25 
Edward McNulty, labor 2.00 
William Rogers, labor 6.00 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 6.30 
A. B. & J. R. Hodgkins, repairs 420.38 
James E. Marcyes, tuning p i a n o . . . 2.50 
E. K. Whitaker, mdse 4.22 
Malvern Greenhouse, mdse.. . . . 20.00 
Stanley & Simpson, mdse 64.35 
Jordan & Ronald, mdse 20.89 
Lymburner Electric Co., mdse 45.39 
H. A. Brown Furniture Co., mdse 3.50 
Shea Brothers, repairs 916.80 
J. A. Stevens, repairs 8.93 
John W. Silk & Son, repairs 43.20 
A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse .80 
R. H. Moon Co., mdse 6.66 
F. J. Brewer, mdse 2.59 
M. L. Hartford Co., mdse 2.00 
The Pioneer Mfg. Co., mdse 42.08 
Quimby & Stewart, repairs 23.53 
Green & Copp Co., repairs 9.00 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co., lights 152.27 
Howard & Brown, diplomas 28.80 
M. Perlinsky, mdse 10.25 
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New Casino Co., use of Casino 50.00 
Amount Expended $19,954.52 
Appropriation $17,700.00 
Sundry Receipts 
Town of Hancock, tuition 45.00 
Town of Tremont, tuition 45.00 
Town of Swans Island, tuition... 45.00 
Frank E. McGouldrick, sales of 
supplies, rent of typewriters, etc. 161.78 
Town of Trenton, tuition 165.00 
State of Maine 500.00 18,661.78 
Balance Overdrawn $ 1,292.74 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Manual Training 
Leon G. Lewis, salary , . . . .$ 1,666.44 
King & Dexter, mdse 67.86 
B. H.&U. R. Power Co., power. .. 17.81 
Edward E. Babb & Co., mdse 3.93 
W. H. Sherman, mdse .20 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 11.91 
John W. Woods, & Co., mdse 267.55 
B. H. Transfer Co., carting 2.00 
Davis B. H. Buckboard Co., mdse.. . 24 
J. L. Hammett & Co., mdse 3.85 
A. E. Lawrence Co., mdse 4.19 
Charles M. Hay Paint Co., mdse.... 3.65 
Quimby & Stewart, mdse 5.05 
$2,054.68 
Domestic Science 
Arra S. Mixter, salary $1,020.02 
Clark Coal Co., fuel 15.00 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co., fuel 31.09 
M. Franklin, supplies 4.90 
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H. A. Brown Furniture Co., supplies. 30 
Mrs. George J. Loring, supplies. . . . 13.10 
F. E. Sherman, supplies 17.60 
B. H. Steam Laundry, laundry 10.34 
Jordan & Ronald, mdse 142.12 
American School of Home Economics, 
mdse 1-50 
B. S. Higgins Co., mdse 7.10 
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., mdse.... 21.75 
Graves Livery, team hire 3.00 
Sopers Market, mdse 42.79 
The Macmillan Co., mdse 23.25 
Edward E. Babb & Co., mdse 4.72 
William Wood & Co., mdse 4.00 
Little, Brown & Co., mdse 1.68 
Lymburner Electric Co., mdse 1.60 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 19.08 
F. J. Brewer, mdse 7.69 
Ginn & Co., mdse 2.72 1,395.35 
Amount Expended $ 3,450.03 
Appropriation $2,300.00 
Sundry Receipts 
State of Maine 1,611.54 
Frank E. McGouldrick, supplies 
sold... . 31.27 
B. S. Higgins Co., bill paid twice... 3.55 3,946.36 
Balance Unexpended $ 496.33 
Educational Administration 
Frank E. McGouldrick, salary as 
superintendent 1,775.00 
John B. Ells, services on school com-
mittee 50.00 
Frank Whitmore, services on school 
committee 50.00 
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Harold F. Carter, services on school 
committee 50.00 
Burton Webber, services as attend-
ance officer 59.80 
Charles J. Fowler, services as at-
\ n
 (tendance officer 59.80 
Frank E. McGouldrick, cash paid 
out for telephone, postage, etc 47.14 
N. E. Tel & Tel. Co., telephone.. . . 38.53 
Portland Directory Co., Maine Reg-
ister 3.00 
Sherman Publishing Co., printing. .. 79.15 
Lymburner Electric Co., m d s e . . . . 9.05 
W. L. Bird, office repairs 23.05 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, medical inspection. 2.50 
Amount Expended $2,247.02 
Appropriation $2,200.00 
Frank McGouldrick, supplies sold.. 49.04 2,249.04 
Balance Unexpended. . . . . . $ 2.02 
Repairs of Rural School Buildings 
Linwood Richardson, labor 1.00 
R. L. White, labor and material.. . 26.67 
Willis J. Walls, labor 10.00 
Victor Higgins, labor 4.00 
A. E. Lawrence Co., painting 358.95 
E. J. Gray, labor and material. . . 10.30 
Graves Livery, car hire 20.00 
W. H. DeLaittre, labor 12.00 
W. Grindle, mdse 24.00 
W. L. Bird, labor and material 109.59 
F. J. Brewer, labor and material. 7.40 
Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co., mdse.. . . 3.72 
John K. Preble, labor and material. 24.00 
The Pioneer Mfg. Co., mdse.. . . 123.12 
George Cleaves, car hire 5.00 
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A. B. Grant, mdse 1.00 
J. L. Hammett Co., mdse 300.15 
Green & Copp Co., mdse 70.70 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 11.97 
Lymbumer Electric Co., labor and 
material 92.50 
Amount Expended 1,216.07 
Appropriation 1,500.00 
Balance Unexpended $283.93 
Kindergarten 
Paid Bar Harbor Kindergarten Association $ 400.00 
Appropriation 400.00 
Library 
Paid Jesup Memorial Library $ 550.00 
Appropriation $ 500.00 




Paid James M. Parker Post $ 200.00 
Appropriation 200.00 
Eden Agricultural Society 
Paid Eden Agricultural Society $100.00 
Appropriation . . . . . 100.00 
Band Concerts 
Paid Bar Harbor Cadet Band $ 2,000.00 
Appropriation 2,000.00 
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Boston Symphony Orchestra 
Paid Arthur Brooke $5,527.49 
A. E. Lawrence Co., material 
and labor 75.00 
Bar Harbor Transfer Co., cartage 46.00 
New Casino Co., use of Casino. 305.00 
William Sylvia, labor 18.00 
F. J. Brewer, mdse 9.72 
B. H. & U. R. P. Co., l ights . . . 2.99 
Charles Fowler, labor 6.00 
Main Street Garage, cartage. 5.00 
Amount Expended $5,995.20 
Appropriation 6,000.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 4.80 
Water Rents 
Paid Bar Harbor Water Co $ 3,825.00 
Appropriation 4,075.00 
Balance Unexpended. $ 250.00 
Interest 
Augusta Savings Bank, interest on bonds $1,240.00 
Institute for Savings in Newburyport, interest 
on bonds 1,200.00 
First National Bank of Boston, interest on bonds 1,820.00 
Provident Co-operative Co., interest on bonds. 800.00 
South Berwick Savings Bank, interest on bonds. 400.00 
Dorchester Trust Co., interest on bonds 200.00 
Medomak National Bank, interest on bonds. 40.00 
Frank L. Day, interest on bonds 40.00 
Benjamin M. Jackson, interest on bonds. . . . 200.00 
John F. Liscomb, interest on bonds 80.00 
James R. McColl, interest on bonds 200.00 
Frank W. Phelps, interest on bonds. 80.00 
B. H. B. & Trust Co., interest on notes 921.88 
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First National Bank, interest on notes 837.50 
H. F. Carter, agt., interest on school fund 109.72 
Amount Expended . $8,169.10 
Appropriation $6 ,000 .00 
Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Co., 
interest on deposits 326.24 
First National Bank, interest on 
deposits 312.59 
Interest on taxes 1,190.01 7,828.84 
Balance Overdrawn $ 340.26 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Public Parks 
Paul Richards, labor $ 30.00 
Mt. Desert Nurseries, labor and 
material 250.75 
Amount Expended $ 280.75 
Appropriation 350.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 69.25 
Cemetery Grounds at Salisbury Cove 
A. R. McFarland, labor $ 91.00 
S. N. Rich, labor 88.07 
L. M. McFarland, labor 5.00 
H. S. McFarland, labor 6.70 
Amount Expended. $ 190.77 
Appropriation. . . . . . 200.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 9.23 
Screening Bubble Pond and Lakewood 
Appropriation, unexpended $ 150.00 
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Advertising Bar Harbor 
Jules Hone Travel Agencies, adv $ 1.28 
Bert H. Young, cash paid out. 7.30 
W. P. Wadleigh, stamps, exp. etc 91.61 
W. H. Sherman, supplies 1.45 
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., t e l e p h o n e . . . 6.07 
Leslie C. Jones, rent of typewriter. . . . 24.00 
H. P. Whitmore, services 280.00 
H. L. Bradley, labor and material . . . 14.05 
Sherman Pub. Co., printing, etc.. . 997.57 
Maisie S. Higgins, design for cover. 10.00 
L. W. Tabbut & Son, map. . . . 17.20 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 1.17 
H. P. Whitmore, cash paid for stamps 
etc 1.50 
Mrs. Florence Card, board for Mr. 
Curl 19.00 
Mrs. L. J. Webber, room for Mr. Curl 4.00 
A. S. Dockham, transporation 3.00 
New York Tribune, advertising... 160.00 
New York Evening Post, adv 184.00 
John H. Evans, services, etc 473.98 
Foster & Reynolds, Co., adv 425.00 
Porteous, Mitchell & Brown, adv . . . . 13.20 
J. W. Barber Adv. Agency, adv.. . . 1,860.17 
S. H. & A. R. Doten, m a t e r i a l . . . . 6.19 
B. L. Hadley, exp. to Portland, etc... 94.41 
R. .H. Moon Co., picture frames. 30.00 
Western Union Tel. Co., telegram.. .68 
Bar Harbor Life, advertising 150.00 
H. A. Lawford, frames 2.40 
G. Arthur Liscomb, car hire 3.00 
Lewiston Journal, adv 4.48 
Evening Express Co., adv 9.00 
Bangor Publishing Co., adv 10.80 
Mervin James Curl, adv 175.06 
C. W. Sprague, adv 5.50 
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Fifield & Joy, advertising 10.00 
E. K. Whitaker, labor & material ... 64 
J. P. Bass Publishing Co., adv.. 22.68 
Amount Expended $5,120.39 
Appropriation 6,500.00 
Balance Unexpended $1,379.61 
Band Stand on Village Green 
A. E. Lawrence Co., labor and ma-
--rial 914.48 
Lymburner Electric Co., labor and 
material 109.88 
H. A. Brown, chairs 42.00 
B. H & U. R. Power Co., l igh t s . . . . 4.20 
Amount expended $1,070.56 
Appropriation 1,500.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 429.44 
Special Town Meeting May 12, 1919 
B. E. Whitney, posting warrants. . . $ 5.00 
H. M. Conners, services as Moderator 5.00 
Amount Expended $110.00 
Appropriation 10.00 
Grant Cottage 
Green & Copp Co., repairs $ 16.75 
John K. Preble, repairs 31.46 
H. A. Lawford, repairs 59.01 
F. E. Sherman, mdse 16.88 
John N. Harriman 40.00 
Amount Expended $ 164.10 
Received for Rent 617.50 
Balance Unexpended. $ 453.40 
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Sundry Accounts 
F. E. Sherman, burial of soldier's 
widow $ 60.00 
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., exp. of insane... .80 
Fred H. Gerry, exp. of insane 13.25 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, exp. of insane. 10.00 
Dr. J. H. Patten, exp. of insa ' , ne . . . . 5.00 
Amount Expended $ 94.05 
Received from State, burial of sol-
dier's widow 60.00 
Balance overdrawn 34.05 
MOTHERS' AID 
Annie Hawkes $ 164.66 
Blanche Tripp 216.00 
Anna Barnes 312.00 
Sadie Burch 108.00 
Eldora Higgins 120.00 
Minnie Clark 117.00 
Erne Blanche Hinckley 168.00 
Elizabeth Elder 168.00 
Geneva Woodworth 312.00 
Harriet Moseley 28.00 
Amount Expended $1,713.66 
Appropriation $ 900.00 
Received from State of Maine. . . . 595.83 1,495.83 
Amount Overdrawn $ 217.83 
DOG TAXES 
Paid State of Maine 196.00 
Received from Town Clerk 196.00 
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HENS KILLED BY DOGS 
Mrs. E. R. Hamor, hens killed . 2.00 
Mrs. Annie D. Carter, hens killed . 3.00 
Amount expended (due from State) 5.00 
STATE PENSIONS 
Paid C. F. Paine, treasurer 519.00 
Received from State of Maine. . . . 366.00 
Balance due from State 153.00 
STATE TAX 
Paid State Treasurer $50,181.66 
Amount Assessed 50,181.66 
COUNTY TAX 
Paid County Treasurer $10,048.23 
Amount Assessed 10,048.23 
MT. DESERT BRIDGE DISTRICT TAX 
Paid Treasurer, Mt. Desert Bridge 5,120.76 
Amount Assessed 5,120.76 
OVERLAY ACCOUNT 
Paid Charles F. Paine, treasurer $ 1,474.19 
Amount assessed 3,664.40 
Amount Unexpended $2,190.21 
Principal on Notes and Bonds 
Institute for Savings in Newbury-
port, bonds $5,000.00 
Provident Co-operative Co., bonds... 5,000.00 
Augusta Savings Bank, bonds 2,500.00 
B. H. B. & Trust Co., notes 2,500.00 
Amount Expended $15,000.00 
Appropriation . . . 15,000.00 
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Aid to Dependents, Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines 
Paid Mrs. Frederick M. Grindle $ 110.00 
Received from State of Maine 110.00 
Bridle Paths 
E. W. Hill, services as engineer $ 
B. S. Higgins Co., mdse. 
Serenus Rodick, labor.. . 
Vasconie Higgins, labor. 
William Sylvia, labor . 
E. E. Dorr, labor 
Dennis Hayes, labor... 
William Sawyer, labor 
Patrick Flanaghan, labor 
Edwin M c Q u i n n . . . 
M. C. McNulty, labor 
Philmore Dorr, labor. 
Henry Young, labor. . 
William Chandler, labor. 
Charles Jordan, labor . . . . 
William Campbell, labor 
Ralph Walls, single team 
Arno Jordan, labor . . . 
James Grant, labor.. . 
Frank Louie, labor . . . 
Leslie Hamor, labor 
Thomas Farley, labor.. 
Reginald Preble, labor 
John Evans, labor... 
Frank Liscomb, labor 
Finley Beaton, labor. . . . 
Eugene Liscomb, labor 
Morton Perkins, labor 
George Young, labor.. 
Edward Mitchell, labor 
Amount Expended. 
Appropriation (none) 
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Street Lighting 
Paid Bar Harbor & Union River Power C o . . . . . . $8,549.25 
Appropriation $8,500.00 
Rec'd from T. DeWitt Cuyler. 100.00 
8,600.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 50.75 
State Aid Road No. 8 
John Stanley, labor 226.50 
Fred Luckins, labor 32.00 
Robert Carter, labor 66.50 
Olin Wood, labor 86.50 
George Young, labor 214.50 
Frank Davis, labor 313.00 
X. B. Andrews, labor 8.00 
Albert Jellison, labor 220.50 
E. E. Dorr, labor 30.00 
Vasconie Higgins, labor 333.75 
Millard Jellison, labor 22.00 
Frank Hamblin, labor 67.50 
William Smith, labor 52.00 
Laura Dorr, truck hire 533.75 
Walter Weaver, truck hire 105.00 
A. P. Harvey, labor 196.50 
L. O. Collins, labor 52.00 
Thomas Rodwell, labor 28.75 
James Norton, labor 8.00 
George Alley, labor 12.00 
Charles Jordan, labor 144.50 
Sherman Davis, labor 57.37 
Bernard Cough, labor 153.12 
Frank Higgins, labor 55.00 
Walter Stanley, labor 2.00 
Harry Richardson, labor 50.50 
Ralph Walls, labor 40.00 
H. D. Grindle, labor 84.00 
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Herbert Young, labor. . . . 
Fountain Rodick, labor 
Irving Myrick, labor . . . . 
Leman Davis, labor. 
Shea Bros., labor 
Ora G. Strout, labor.. . . . 
Arnold Pettingill, labor 
Charles Hass, labor 
A. F. Manning, labor. . . 
B. S. Higgins Co., mdse.. 
T. C. Higgins, mdse 
Clark Coal Co., fuel 
C. A. Weaver, labor and material. 
E. W. Hill, services as engineer 
Davis B. H. Buckboard Co., mdse 
Amount Expended 
Appropriation 





















Bills Paid for Previous Years 
Abram Gilpatrick, common schools.. $ 4.24 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, Jr., general gov-
ernment 4.25 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, general govern-
ment 4.00 
Charles H. Shand, poor d e p t . . . . . . . . 28.33 
E. C. Sargent, poor dept 66.00 
E. K. Whitaker, high school. . . . 17.26 
Shea Bros., general government. . . . 10.00 
Franklin Shoe Store, poor dept.. 11.50 
State of Maine, poor dept 133.80 
Dr. J. H. Patten, general gov't 4.00 
T. C. Higgins, highway dept 3.48 
Lymburner Electric Co., highway 
department 10.00 
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Harold F. Carter general govt 18.00 
E. R. Cough, poor dept 45.57 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, poor dept 73.00 
Amount Expended — $ 433.43 
Sundry Receipts 
Permanent Loan, acct. bridle paths. $ 2,500.00 
State of Maine, poor dept. 1919 124.21 
State of Maine, Mothers' Aid 1919. 142.80 
State of Maine, Aid to Dependents 
of Soldiers, Szilors & Marines, 1919. 241.27 
State of Maine, Soldiers' Pensions.. 144.00 
State of Maine, Mothers' Aid, 1919.. 28.00 
Bar Harbor Water Co., Highway 
Dept. 1919 12.00 
Town of Mt. Desert, Poor Dept. 1919. 63.35 
B. A. Hamor, Highway Dept. 1919.. 4.00 
Charles W. Jordan, Highway Dept. 
1919 4.00 
City of Bangor, Poor Dept. 1919. . 39.00 
Town of Bluehill, Poor Dept. 1919.. 61.40 
John N. Weed, Poor Dept. 1919 1.50 
Lester McFarland, Highway Dept. 
1919 3.00 
Town of Otis, Poor Dept. 1919 100.00 
Town of Machias, Poor Dept. 1919.. 113.42 
City of Rockland, Poor Dept. 1919... 24.52 
Cyr Bros. Co., Highway Dept. 1919. 50.00 
R. H. Kellam, Highway Dept. 1919. 50.00 
V. F. Gooch, tax deed sold 23.22 
City of Brewer, Board of Health, 1919 145.16 
Town of Franklin, Poor Dept. 1919.. . 103.28 
State of Maine, hens killed by dogs, 
1919 52.50 
Poll taxes, omitted from 1918 and 
1919 lists 6.00 
Total Sundry Receipts $4,036.63 
Report of Board of Health 
To THE CITIZENS OF THE TOWN OF BAR HARBOR: 
During the past year Bar Harbor has seen a remark-
able freedom from communicable disease. Only forty-
two cases have been reported to the department, and none 
have been epidemic. Of these twenty-one were influenza 
and grippe, ten of pneumonia, two of tuberculosis, three 
of measles, three of whooping-cough, one of diphtheria, 
one of Vincent's Angina and one of poliomyelitis. 
The Health Department wishes to call to the atten-
tion of householders that by Sec. 48 of the Health Laws of 
the State of Maine, they are required to report to the Health 
Officer if they have any reason to believe that any member 
of their families has a contagious disease. 
There has been a notable decrease also in the number of 
complaints of nuisances, only about two hundred being 
received. 
The greatest number of cases of communicable disease 
occurred during the early part of the year. On the whole, 
owing to, what is the belief of the health authorities, the 
annual clean-up campaign, we have had the healthiest year, 
for a long time. 
During the summer season, the dairies have been 
inspected, analysis taken of the milk supply, and with the 
co-operation of the United States and State Departments 
of Agriculture, a free test for tuberculosis among cattle 
was provided. Two hundred and sixty cattle were ex-
amined, only four reacted to the test and these were imme-
diately shipped to the State abattoir at Auburn for disposal. 
Owing to the regulations of the State Department of 
Health on venereal disease, the Health officer is pleased 
to report that all cases reported to him have been kept under 
control, and there is an undoubted decrease in this form 
of infection. 
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There have been inspections of the hotels under the 
supervision of the State Department, and also inspections 
made of all restaurants and shops dispensing foods or drinks. 
We wish to urge the citizens of Bar Harbor to con-
tinue and to extend if possible their activities in the annual 
Clean-up Campaign, as it is a great aid to the suppression 
of disease. 
The Health Department wishes to express its appre-
ciation of the spirit of co-operation, shown by the citizens 
of Bar Harbor, and of the value of the assistance given by 
the Red Cross Nurses. 
Respectfully submitted, 
W. P. WADLEIGH, Health Officer 
W. L. BIRD, 
J. W. SILK, JR. 
Board of Health. 
Report of Building Inspector 
Following is a list of permits issued during the past year 
by the Building Inspector: 
New Buildings 
George B. Dorr, art building. . . . $1,000.00 
S. D. Hecht, block 25,000.00 
Mrs. E. G. Fabbri, greenhouse.... 500.00 
$26,500.00 
Additions, Alterations, and Repairs 
Kebo Garage $ 500.00 
Harry Harris, building 1,200.00 
R. L. White, Saunderson cot tage. . . . 2,200.00 
J. A. Emery, Star Theatre 4,000.00 
Bar Harbor Motor Co 3,000.00 
W.S.Moore 35,000.00 
B.B.Lyon 100.00 
Frederick Vanderbilt 4,000.00 
$50,000.00 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN W. DAVIS, 
Building Inspector. 
Report of Road Commissioners 
GENERAL ROAD ACCOUNT 
Eastern Division 
LABOR OF M E N 
Paid Henry Bragdon $ 92.00 
A. F. Manning 615.50 
Norris Higgins 520 75 
N.B.Andrews . . 282.50 
Dennis Hayes 89.50 
Bernard Wright 15.00 
Ed Falkenstrom 48.00 
Charles Jordan 115.50 
Frank Bray 32.00 
A. 0. Jellison 123.00 
Leslie Hamor 625.00 
PhilmoreDorr 417.00 
W.J.Walls 2.00 
Harry Richardson 54.00 
Arthur Ralph 151.00 
Theodore Stanley 12.00 
M.F.Tracy 2.00 
Charles Wilcomb 20.00 
Guy Emery 16.00 
Nelson Suminsby 130.00 
FredRobbins 202.50 
Albert H. Stanley 30.00 
Arthur Reynolds 10.00 
John Hodgkins 53.00 
Charles Hass 190.50 
Thomas Farley 217.00 
Frank Hamblin 224.00 
G. M. Jellison 203.00 
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John E. Stanley 78.00 
Edward McNulty . . . . 29.50 
George Webber . . . 12.00 
Herbert Young. . . ^ . . . . . . . . 2.00 
John Weed . . . . 75.00 
John Atchinson 91.00 
Edwin Mitchell 196.00 
Joseph Mitchell . . . 8.00 
Roland Robinson . .. 20.00 
A. P. Harvey . .. 18.00 
Ansel Davis . . .. 28.00 
William Woodbury.. . 12.00 
Irving Gray 4.00 
Daniel Farley . . . . 4.00 
Chester Walls 12.00 
N.Gray 14.00 
Everett Smith 22.00 
Fred Gray 46.50 
J. T. Willet 43.50 
Arno Jordan 30.00 
William Rogers 1 5 0 
Lewis Salisbury 4.00 
Malcolm Salisbury 4.00 
William Smith 24.00 
Fountain Rodick.. 73.00 
Olin Wood .. .. 26.00 
George Young . . . 10.00 
Harris Colson . . . 4.00 
E. 0 . Dorr 224.50 
Henry Young . . . 5.50 
James Mitchell . . . 18.50 
George Rider 12.00 
Leman Smith 14.00 
Maynard Paine 62.50 
Frank Higgins . .. 244.37 
William Albee . . . . 66.00 
Fred White . . . . 16.00 
Herbert Jordan 28.00 
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W. W. Stanley.. 














E.J . Pray 
Arthur Hutchins 
Palmer Seavey.. 
James Farley. . 
William Sylvia.. 
Earl Puffer 
C. L. Vose. 
W. M. McFarland 
H.H.Young. . . . 
Everett Liscomb. 
Eugene Liscomb. 
M. B. Grant. . . . 






























LABOR OF TEAMS 
A. F. Manning $ 35.75 
Frank Hamblin 39.87 
G. M. Jellison 11.00 
Frank Higgins 7.00 
D. D. Daigle 27.50 
Graves Brothers 119.25 
Ora G. Strout 502.00 
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M. L. Hamor 962.00 
Town team 24.00 
Frank Davis 185.50 
Shea Brothers 551.00 
Norman Beaton 108.00 
Brewer Ice Co 70.00 
W. M. McFarland \ 264.00 
C. C. Morrison 10.00 
H. H.Young 50.00 
W. M. Salisbury 6.00 
Ralph Walls 67.00 
M. L. Hamor, car 401.50 
C. A. Weaver & Son, t ruck. . . 447.50 
J. K. Preble, truck 420.00 
Brewer Ice Co 12.50 
A. L. Manchester 71.50 
LABOR AND MATERIAL 
A. B. Leland 
E. K. Whitaker 
F. E. Sherman 
B. S. Higgins 
W. H. Sherman 
H. A. Lawford 
Green & Copp Co.. 
F. J. Brewer 
R. H. Moon Co 
Shea Brothers. 
Eastern S. S. Co 
C. A. Weaver & Son. 
L .P .Car ter 
C. M. Conant 
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co. 
Brewer Ice Co 
M.F.Richards 
M. L. Hamor 
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Fifieldfe Joy. . . . 
F. B. Hayes 
N. H. Bragg & Son 
The Barrett Co. . . . 
E .C.Webb. .. 
Leslie Hamor. 
M. C. R. R.. . 
R. B. Dunning — 
E.W.Hill 
Standard Oil Co. 
R.N.Gray 
Universal Road Machine Co 
Clark Coal Co 
J. K. Preble 
Small & Ingalls 
Bar Harbor Motor Co 
American La France Fire Engine Co 
Union Iron Works 
A. E. Lawrence Co 
P. W. Blanchfield 
Stanley & Simpson 
R. L. White 
Mrs. W. L. Dolliver 
Lymburner Electric Co. 
E. F. Ober . . 
Quimby & Stewart. . 
W. M. McFarland 
W. M. Salisbury 
Pearl P o n d . . . . . . 
L. W. Tabbut. . 
J. F. Hodgkins & Son.. 
George B. Dorr 
A. C. Snow... 
Walter W. Sargent 
Jessie Higgins,. 
Utterback Gleason . . . 
Fire Department 
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William Richards 6 00 
Shea Brothers 22.00 
A. B. Inglee 10.00 
$1° VA AA t p i i . , OL/T . H 
Western Division 
LABOR 
F. P. Andrews 6.50 
Charles Allen 8.00 
John Abram 15.25 
Lester Alley .. . . 72.00 
H. L. Alley 44.00 
Maurice Alley . . . . 2.50 
E. E. Braley .. . . 14.00 
Lewis Bowden 9.50 
C. Billington 11.00 
Walter Clark 39.00 
Harris Colson 13.50 
George Cunningham.. . . . . 14.00 
Arthur Chilman 2.00 
Oliver Chilman 2.00 
Roy Cousins 6.00 
James Cousins . . . . 69.00 
Leslie Dunton . . . . 6.00 
Robert Daniels . .. 30.00 
John Dunton 3.50 
W. DeLaittre 4.00 
Newell Emery 6.00 
Ceylon Emery 10.00 
Abdon Emery 16.00 
Gus Engman. 8.00 
J .L .Fogg . .. 12.50 
W.O.Fogg 36.00 
Ernest Gilbert. ' 26.00 
Harvey Gilbert 44.00 
Sherman Gilbert 208.00 
Sheridan Gilbert ... . 18.00 
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Philip Giles 125.00 
Adelbert Gray 147.25 
E.J.Gray 9 00 
Myron Gray 13.00 
James Garland 2 00 
Chester Grindle 5.00 
0. C. Higgins 12.00 
E. P. Higgins 8.00 
Oscar Higgins 2.00 
George Higgins.... 2.00 
Beverly Higgins 10.75 
Colman Higgins 8.00 
Victor Higgins 23.25 
Elmer Higgins 54.50 
Harry Higgins '. 18.00 
F. L. Higgins 142.50 
Orrin Higgins 16.00 
S. H. Higgins 20.50 
Edgar Higgins 153.00 
William Higgins 13.50 
James Harris 21.50 
Dallas Hodgkins 3.00 
E. B. Hodgkins 11.00 
John Hodgkins 53.00 
Harley Hodgkins 115.00 
Irving Hamor 22.50 
G. H. Hamor 10.00 
E. R. Hamor 18.00 
Herbert Hall 9.50 
Arthur Hadley 14.00 
Albert Hanscom 160.50 
Clarence Hopkins 4.00 
Kenneth Johnson 4.00 
Waldo Jordan 22.00 
L. P. Jordan 2.00 
Charles King 8.00 
Percy Kief ... 58.00 
George Karst ' "... 4 00 
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OtisLeland 100.00 
Maxwell Leland 45.50 
Lewis Leland 33.25 
Herman Leland 12.50 
T. L. Leland 109.00 
Amos Leighton 110.50 
S. E. Leighton 28.00 
M. W. Lurvey 46.00 
W. W. Lunt 10.00 
Arnold Lunt 6.00 
Eugene Liscomb 10.00 
Lorenzo Mayo 21.50 
Jesse Mayo 69.50 
Isaac Mayo 39.00 
Nelson Mitchell 19.50 
Alphonso Mitchell 9.00 
Fred Moore 34.00 
Milton Moore 1.50 
Irving Myrick 32.00 
A. R. McFarland 107.00 
Pearl McFarland 4.00 
Howard McFarland 1.00 
Lester McFarland 4.00 
H. L. McFarland 36.00 
W. M. McFarland 87.00 
Bernard Nickerson 14.00 
Harvey Norwood 12.00 
Eugene Pettee 19.50 
W. C. Paine 17 75 
Richard Paine 18.00 
Chester Phippen 22.00 
A. H. Reed 137.00 
W.J.Richards 48.00 
G.L.Richards 22.50 
Hoyt Richards 28.00 
Chester Rich 58.00 
Berney Richardson 8.00 
Mont Richardson 77.00 
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Mellie Richardson 234.25 
0. W. Richardson 32.00 
A. L. Richardson 20.00 
H.G.Russell 18.00 
John Russell 24.00 
M. H. Rinaldo 11.50 
Walter Robbins 30.00 
Scott Rodick 38.00 
HemanRodick 28.00 
Malcolm Salisbury 4.00 
Lewis Salisbury 14.00 
W.M.Salisbury 18.00 
Walter Sargent 81.50 
Walter Sargent, Jr 28.00 
Dudley Sargent 52.00 
Elmer Sargent 88.00 
Roy Stanley 5.00 
W. W. Stanley 159.00 
Tyler Stanley 128.50 
AdferStrout 249.00 
Seldon Strout 18.00 
Harry Smith 44.50 
Charles Smith 20.50 
John Thomas 5.00 
George Thomas 2.00 
F. W. Thompson . 5.50 
Orient Thompson 105.00 
Shirley Thompson 33.50 
Verill Thompson 5.00 
Bartlett Warden 36.50 
E. A. Wilcomb 12.00 
Charles Wilcomb 11.00 
F. A. Wood n 4 .oo 
H.H.Young 30.00 
Julien Emery 9 50 
$ 5,253.75 
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LABOR OF TEAMS 
F. P. Andrews $ 47.50 
E. E. Braley 441.00 
D. P. Brewer 748.00 
D. P. Brewer, car. . . 189.00 
W. DeLaittre 253.00 
John Dunton 195.00 
W.O.Fogg. 32.00 
Almon Grey 50.00 
Lewis Garland. 27.50 
H.B.Gilbert 144.00 
Graves Livery 4.00 
E. P. Higgins 2.50 
Leroy Higgins 9.28 
F. L. Higgins 57.00 
S. H. Higgins 156.00 
E. H. Higgins 380.00 
E. H. Higgins, driving horse.. 71.50 
Ray Higgins 11.25 
Clarence Hopkins. 212.50 
John Hodgkins... . 7.50 
Harley Hodgkins... 7.50 
Charles King 16.00 
L. E. Leighton... . 378.00 
W. W. Lunt 22.25 
Alphonso Mitchell... 7.00 
W. McFarland.. .. 192.00 
W. C. P a i n e . . . . 20.00 
Walter Sargent. 93.00 
W. M. Salisbury 76.00 
H.G.Russe l l . . . 8.00 
Mont Richardson. . 128.50 
Mellie Richartison... 20.00 
F. W. Thompson.. 222.00 
H.H.Young . .. . 68.00 
$ 4,296.78 
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MATERIAL 
B. H. Higgins, gravel $ 18.00 
J. L. Fogg, gravel 42.00 
Mrs. FrankHamor,clay 10.00 
Mrs. Philip Barnes, gravel 22.50 
C. M. Conant Co., culverts 129.80 
Vernon McFarland, gravel 8.00 
Tyler Stanley, gravel 5.00 
Frank Thompson, gravel 13.15 
Melvin Emerson, gravel . . . 18.75 
Mont Richardson, gravel 12.20 
Lester McFarland, gravel 7.00 
W. M. McFarland, gravel 14.75 
W. W. Lunt, material 10.00 
Hall Brothers, material 3.06 
A. R. Hanscom, material & labor .. 25.75 
R. L. White, material and labor.... 12.76 
E. E. Braley, gravel 8.00 
D. P. Brewer, plank 4.00 
John Abram, material 4.10 
Lewis Garland, material 3.15 
— $ 371.97 
Young's Road 
LABOR OF MEN 
W. McFarland $ 17.50 
Heman Rodick 18.00 
Tyler Stanley 14.00 
Waldo Jordan 12.00 
H. H. Young 144.00 
Alphonso Mitchell 52.00 
Fred Hodgdon 4.00 
M. Salisbury 92.00 
Lloyd Norwood 20.00 
Orient Thompson 8.00 
Louis Salisbury 24.00 
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LABOR OF TEAMS 
F. P. Andrews $ 47.50 
E. E. Braley . . . . . . . 441.00 
D. P. Brewer 748.00 
D. P. Brewer, car 189.00 
W. DeLaittre 253.00 
John Dunton 195.00 
W. 0 . Fogg 32.00 
Almon Grey 50.00 
Lewis Garland 27.50 
H.B.Gilbert 144.00 
Graves Livery 4.00 
E. P. Higgins 2.50 
Leroy Higgins 9.28 
F. L. Higgins 57.00 
S. H. Higgins 156.00 
E. H. Higgins 380.00 
E. H. Higgins, driving horse.. . . 71.50 
Ray Higgins 11.25 
Clarence Hopkins 212.50 
John Hodgkins 7.50 
Harley Hodgkins 7.50 
Charles King 16.00 
L. E. Leighton 378.00 
W.W. Lunt 22.25 
Alphonso Mitchell 7.00 
W. McFarland . . . 192.00 
W. C. Paine 20.00 
Walter Sargent 93.00 
W. M. Salisbury 76.00 
H.G.Russell 8.00 
Mont Richardson 128.50 
Mellie Richartison 20.00 
F. W. Thompson 222.00 
H.H.Young 68.00 
. ... i $ 4,296.7S 
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MATERIAL 
B. H. Higgins, gravel $ 18.00 
J. L. Fogg, gravel 42.00 
Mrs. Frank Hamor, clay 10.00 
Mrs. Philip Barnes, gravel 22.50 
C. M. Conant Co., culverts 129.80 
Vernon McFarland, gravel 8.00 
Tyler Stanley, gravel 5.00 
Frank Thompson, gravel 13.15 
Melvin Emerson, gravel 18.75 
Mont Richardson, gravel 12.20 
Lester McFarland, gravel 7.00 
W. M. McFarland, gravel 14.75 
W. W. Lunt, material 10.00 
Hall Brothers, material 3.06 
A. R. Hanscom, material & labor .. 25.75 
R. L. White, material and labor 12.76 
E. E. Braley, gravel 8.00 
D. P. Brewer, plank 4.00 
John Abram, material 4.10 
Lewis Garland, material 3.15 
$ 371.97 
Young's Road 
LABOR OF MEN 
W. McFarland $ 17.50 
Heman Rodick 18.00 
Tyler Stanley 14.00 
Waldo Jordan 12.00 
H. H. Young 144.00 
Alphonso Mitchell 52.00 
Fred Hodgdon 4.00 
M.Salisbury 92.00 
Lloyd Norwood 20.00 
Orient Thompson 8.00 
Louis Salisbury 24.00 
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E . J . G r a y 42.00 
Nelson Mitchell 44.00 
• $ 491.50 
LABOR OF TEAMS 
W. M. McFarland 28.00 
H. H.Young 168.00 
Alphonso Mitchell 56.00 
W. M. Salisbury 56.00 
— $ 308.00 
MATERIAL 
H. H. Young, gravel 15.50 
H. H. Young, lumber 5.60 
H. H. Young, use of plow 5.00 
W. M. Salisbury, material 19.32 
A.V.Wilson 12.50 
C. M. Conant Co., culverts 67.00 
F. W. Thompson, gravel ,13.75 
General Roads, east, lumber 40.00 
178.67 
Total amount expended 978.17 
Appropriation. 1,000.00 
Unexpended Balance 21.83 
General Sidewalks 
LABOR OF M E N 
Vasconie Higgins $ 145.00 
George Young 124.00 
William Albee 8.00 
James Farley 8.00 
Arthur Hutchins 4.00 
James Myrick 52.00 
C. L. Vose 4.00 
Arno Jordan 8.00 
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EdMcNulty 2.00 
John Hodgkins 194.00 
George Rider 2.00 
Norris Higgins 21.50 
James Mitchell 12.00 
Fred Gray 1000 
Everett Salisbury 1 00 
Nelson Suminsby 25.00 
John Sullivan 2.00 
V. E. Marston 2.00 
James Norton 4.00 
Thomas Farley 47.00 
Charles Jordan 37.00 
E. O. Dorr.. 24.00 
Morton Perkins 4-00 
James Young 6.00 
John Atchinson 26.00 
Henry Young 12.00 
Maynard Paine 6.00 
FredRobbins 30.00 
Leslie Hamor 14.00 
Herbert Wilbur 30.00 
Henry Bragdon 135.00 
N.B.Andrews 112.00 
Dennis Hayes 125.00 
Philmore Dorr 57.00 
George W. Hayward 15.00 
Charles Hass 8.00 
William Sylvia 4.00 
Albert H. Stanley 4.75 
1,325.25 
LABOR OF TEAMS 
Town team 158.00 
A. L. Manchester 63.25 
Ora G. Strout 4.75 
D. D. Daigle 127.75 
353.75 
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J .K.Preb le 275.00 
Shea Brothers 14.50 
Brewer Ice Co 42.18 
E. K. Whitaker 81.19 
A. E. Lawrence Co 93.31 
R. H. Moon Co 25.03 
A. B. & J. R. Hodgkins 9.80 
F. E. Sherman 2.00 
B. S. Higgins 7.83 
A. B. Leland 4.60 
E. F.Jordan 1.15 
C. A. Weaver & Son 44.25 
600.84 
Cleaning Streets 
LABOR OF M E N 
Frank Higgins 10.00 
Harris Colson 8.00 
John Weed 12.00 
P. Flanaghan 2.00 
FredRobbins 12.00 
E .G. Pray 16.00 
E. O. Dorr 59.00 
Charles Jordan . . . 8.00 
John Atchinson 18.00 
William Cody 6.00 
Henry Bragdon. 54.50 
Dennis Hayes 750.49 
Norris Higgins 10.00 
Thomas Farley 54.00 
Herbert Wilbur 180.00 
N. B.Andrews 10.00 
James Farley 8.00 
C. E. Brinton 4.00 
PhilmoreDorr 23.00 
Edwin Mitchell 16.00 
1,260.99 
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TEAMS AND MATERIAL 
Graves Brothers 687.49 
D. Manchester 8.25 
D. D. Daigle 30.25 
L. P. Carter 1375 
739.74 
Drainage " E a s t " 
LABOR OF M E N 
James Farley 52.00 
William Sylvia 8.00 
Morton Perkins 16.00 
William Cody 8.00 
John Sullivan 10.00 
Herman Rodick 15.50 
Charles Jordan 12.00 
Herman Stover 22.00 
RoyceCoffron 30.00 
George Nickerson 17.50 
William Smith 26.00 
E. O. DonO 52.00 
Edwin Mitchell 103.50 
X. B. Andrews 4.00 
Arno Pettingill 29.50 
James Norton 51.00 
Theodore Stanley 39.50 
Robert Carter 37.50 
Vasconie Higgins... 101.87 
Thomas Farley 78.00 
John Weed 28.00 
George Young , 79.00 
John Stanley 77.50 
Nelson Suminsby 103.12 
Olen Wood 59.50 
Everett Smith . . . ' . 34.00 
Norris Higgins 233.75 
Philmore Dorr 53.00 










LABOR OF TEAMS 
Ralph Walls 




LABOR AND MATERIAL 
M. C. R. R 
C. M. Conant Co. . . . 
Puritan Iron Works. 
Shea Brothers 
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co 
M. F. Richards. .. 
A. B. Leland 
Ingersoll Rand Co.. 
L. P. Carter 
J. K. Preble 















Drainage "West ' 







Street Super in tendents 
M. L. Hamor 1,800.00 
651.00 D. P. Brewer. 
E. H. Higgins. 187.50 
2,638.50 
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Town Stable 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co 1180 
B. S. Higgins Co 2.75 
14.55 
Horse-Shed 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co 11.80 
Rodick Realty Co., rent 100.00 
R. H. Moon Co 17.66 
E. F. Ober 18.96 
148.42 
Street Signs 
Henry A. Lawford 19.15 
Roadside 
Charles Jordan 8.00 
JohnHodgkins 8.00 
James Myrick 8.00 
D. Manchester, team 33.00 
57.00 
State Highway Maintenance 
Treasurer of State 447.00 
Road Commissioners 
L.P.Carter 50.00 
Orient Brewer , 50.00 
J. H. Butterfield 50.00 
150.00 
Roadside "West" 
Heman Rodick 26.00 
Scott Rodick 8.00 
Waldo Jordan 36.00 
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W. M. McFarland 22.50 
A. A. Strout 20.50 
Albert Hanscom 22.50 
Isaac Mayo 32.00 
E . J . G r a y 26.00 
Abdon Emery 18.00 
Nelson Mitchell 26.00 
Chester Rich 37.50 
Walter Clark 37.50 
Norman Paine 8.00 
320.50 
Expense of Truck 
W.P.Kei th ' 112.55 
Bar Harbor Motor Co 244.33 
Fred C. Lynam & Co 22.00 
F. E. Sherman 4.82 
Brewer Ice Co 11.00 
Davis B. H. Blackboard Co 203.55 
C. A. Weaver & Son 57.10 
B. S. Higgins Co .45 
William Sylvia, cash paid out 6.03 
A. E. Lawrence Co.. 61.10 
L.P .Car ter 47.32 
770.25 
Total Amount Expended.. $48,457.33 
Amount of appropriation $41,300.00 
Rec'd from. Royce Coffron 2.00 
W. M. McFarland 48.00 
Everett Smith. 2.00 
Appropriation for Norway Drive . . . 40.00 
Rec'd from. Small & Ingalls 180.00 
Mrs. John I. Kane 15.00 
D. P. Brewer 20.00 
S. D. Hecht. 40.00 
A. H. Lynam 2.50 
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Eastern S. S. Co 24.00 
Bar Harbor Water Co.. . 97.97 
Brewer Ice Co 32.40 
T.L.Roberts 38.05 
State Road 110.61 
J. H. Stalford 644.11 
P. W. Blanchfield. 28.75 
George W. Aust in . . . 3.00 
42,628.39 
Amount Overdrawn $ 5,828.94 
Oiling and Sprinkling 
LABOR OF M E N 
FredRobbins 4.00 
Henry Young 6.00 
Fountain Rodick 12.00 
A. F. Manning 42.50 
Norris Higgins . . . . 140.00 
Charles Jordan 4.00 
George Young. 37.00 
James Farley 92.00 
Arthur Ralph 8.00 
William Cody 45.00 
Thomas Farley 20.00 
Bernard Wright 10.00 
Harry Richardson.. 12.00 
A. P. Harvey 36.00 
John E. Stanley 34.00 
J. T. Willet , . . . . 24.00 
Morton Perkins 53.00 
William Sylvia 207.00 
Leslie Hamor 45.00 
Arthur Ralph . . 12.00 
John Weed . . 12.00 
Herbert Wilbur 540 00 
Philmore Dorr 86.00 
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E. 0 . Dorr 48.00 
Charles Hass 20.00 
Dennis Hayes 22.50 
Frank Hamblin 6.00 
A. A. Strout 119.00 
Nelson Suminsby 30.00 
JohnDunton 2.00 
W.W.Stanley 28.00 
Tylor Stanley 46.00 
AlmonGray 10.00 
Ernest Gilbert 14.00 
AdelbertGray 8.00 
W.J.Richards 12.00 
S. L. Leland 6.00 
Waldo Jordan 46.00 
S.M.Gilbert 95.00 
1,994.00 
LABOR OF TEAMS 
Graves Bros 8.25 
Norman Beaton 80.00 
M. L. Hamor 32.00 
J. K. Preble, truck 180.00 
Brewer Ice Co., truck 30.00 
D. D. Daigle 20.75 
M. L. Hamor, car 82.50 
Shea Bros 8.00 
W. H. DeLaittre 218.00 
E. H. Higgins 64.00 
John Dunton 80.00 
E. E. Braley 118.00 
S. H. Higgins 16.00 
D. P. Brewer 208.00 
Walter Weaver, truck 220.00 
D. P. Brewer, car I l l . 00 
H.B.Gilbert 78.00 
1,554.50 
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LABOR AND MATERIAL 
M. C. R. R 97.44 
The Barrett Co 4,801.48 
E. K. Whitaker 25.48 
Bar Harbor Motor Co .71 
Fifield&Joy 3.60 
Clark Coal Co 34.96 
Eastern S. S. Co 1,058.51 
Leslie Hamor 138.75 
Standard Oil Co 10.73 
Harry Hamor 75.00 
Davis B. H. Buckboard Co 67.61 
Jones Tracy 5.00 
Jessie Higgins 12.50 
B. S. Higgins Co 5.80 6,337.57 
Total Amount Expended $9,886.07 
Appropriation 8,000.00 
Rec'd from Shea Bros 42.33 
Ralph L.White 21.00 
B. H.&U. R. P. Co. . . . 2.50 
C. E. Gilley 4.50 
Fifield&Joy 25.00 
J. F. Hodgkins 25.00 8,120.33 
Amount Overdrawn $1,765.74 
Highway from Howard Greenhouse to Clef tstone Road 
Paid E.W.Hill 24.70 
Malvern Greenhouses 3,056.77 
Shea Bros 826.23 
Amount Expended 3,907.70 
Appropriation 3,953.00 
Balance Unexpended. 45.30 
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New Eagle Lake Road 
LABOR OF M E N 
James Farley 16.00 
Arthur Ralph 16.00 
Morton Perkins 20.00 
Leslie Hamor 25.00 
W. M. McFarland 57.50 
Scott Rodick 40.00 
Fountain Rodick 55.00 
Charles Hass 27.00 
Philmore Dorr 16.00 
E. 0 . Dorr 28.00 
Thomas Farley 32.00 
John Hodgkins 5.00 
James Myrick. 2.50 
Arthur Reynolds. . . 8.00 
Fred Robbins 31.00 
Royce Coffron 32.00 
Heman Rodick 51.00 
Norris Higgins. 40.62 
William Smith. . . 23.00 
525.62 
LABOR OF TEAMS 
W. M. McFarland 100.00 
J. K. Preble, truck 135.00 
C. A. Weaver, truck 80.00 
Brewer Ice Co 20.00 
Ora G. Strout 8.00 
M. L. Hamor 52.00 
Shea Bros 24.00 
Leslie Hamor, rock and gravel. . . . 109.50 528.50 
-Total Amount Expended 1,054.12 
Appropriation. . . . 1..000.00 
Amount Overdrawn. $ 54.12 
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Graveling Road from Morris Cottage to Gurnee's 
LABOR OF MEN 
Philmore Dorr 12.00 
Nelson Suminsby 10.00 
Thomas Farley 8.00 
George Young 4.00 
Norris Higgins 15.00 
Arno Pettingill 8.00 
James Farley 24.00 
Arthur Ralph 24.00 
Leslie Hamor 45.00 
Morton Perkins 24.00 
Vasconie Higgins 2.50 
176.50 
TEAMS AND MATERIAL 
Shea Bros 8.00 
OraG. Strout 8.00 
M. L. Hamor 40.00 
J. K. Preble, truck 100.00 
Leslie Hamor, gravel. 63.75 219.75 
Total Amount Expended 396.25 
Appropriation 450.00 
Balance Unexpended $ 53.75 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN H. BUTTERFIELD, 
ORIENT E. BREWER, 
LESTER P. CARTER, 
Board of Road Commissioners. 
Report of Overseer of the Poor 
Expenditures 
Mrs. Lucy Gray, board of Adio Wilson $ 366.00 
Mrs. T. B. Knowles, board of Robert Hadley. . 366.00 
Mrs. Connie Higgins, board of Lillian Leland.. 366.00 
Mrs. Lelia Suminsby, board of Ida Bates 190.00 
Mrs. Lelia Suminsby, board of W. W. Wilkinson 83.00 
F. E. Sherman, burial exp. of Charles Dodge.. 91.00 
Mrs. Wm. Clatworthy, board of Charles Dodge. 20.00 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. aid Charles Dodge... 20.50 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. aid Mrs. Andrew 
Haskell 31.50 
F. E. Davis, groceries for Fannie Harvey 217.63 
T. C. Higgins, groceries for Scammon family... . 159.06 
T. C. Higgins, groceries, for Mrs. John Mayo. .. 490.03 
T. C. Higgins, groceries for Carrie Burton.. . 187.47 
T. C. Higgins, groceries for Jennie Wi l son . . . . . . 158.64 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. aid W. W. Wilkinson. . 11.50 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. aid Mrs. John Mayo. . . 16.00 
Dr. C. C. Morrison, med. aid Wm. G. Smith 10.00 
Mrs. James Young, board of Alec Young children. 54.00 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Mrs. John Mayo 162.73 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Myra Kenison 184.45 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for John Atcherson 45.65 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for D. Manchester . . . . 62.75 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Mary Albee 48.38 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Cora Howard. . . 13.60 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Clara Wyman 4.00 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for I. Scammons 2.00 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Lura Keezer . . . 27.60 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Carrie Bur ton . . . . 131.95 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Mrs. Frank Kelley.. 37.10 
Clark Coal Co., fuel for Alec Young 15.80 
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fuel for James Shaw 
fuel for Cora Darling 
fuel for Jennie Wilson 
fuel for George Loring 
fuel for Lular Grindle 
fuel for Wm. G. Smith. 
fuel for Sarah Bernardini 
and Mrs. Andrew 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
Clark Coal Co. 
W. L. Alley, board of Mr 
Haskell 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. aid Amanda Hamor. 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. aid Sarah Bernardini.. 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med aid Cora Howard. 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med aid Carrie Burton. . 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med aid Rose Gilman. . . 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. aid Mrs. John At 
cherson 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. aid Harry Salisbury 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med aid Cora Darling . 
J. L. Pray, milk for Mrs. John Mayo 
J. L. Pray, milk for George Loring 
S. Spencer, repairing shoes John Mayo family 
S. Spencer, repairing shoes for Violet Grindle. 
E. F. Jordan, supplies for James Shaw. 
E. F. Jordan, supplies for Joe Duffy. . . 
N. Hillson, aid to W. W. Wilkinson... 
N. Hillson, aid to Charles Dodge 
W. Stanley, aid to Charles Dodge. 
A. Stanley, aid to Charles Dodge 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for Fannie Harvey 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for E. Smith 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for Adio Wilson.. 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for S. Bernardini. 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for Cora Darling. 
C. L. Morang, mdse. for Violet Grindle. 
G. E. Soper, groceries for Cora Howard. 
G. E. Soper, groceries for S. Bernardini. 
G. E. Soper, groceries for Alec Young 
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Mrs. H. Young, aid to Mrs. Frank Kelley 50.00 
H. F. Emery, mdse. for Lura Keezer 99.04 
H. F. Emery, mdse. for Cora Darling 87.07 
A. C. Snow, rent for S. Huntley 63.00 
J. Kurson, mdse. Amanda Hamor 17.00 
J. Kurson, mdse. Robert Hadley 25.00 
Bloomfield Higgins, overseer of Poor 350.00 
Overseer of Poor, cash paid acct. Geo. Loring 11.67 
Overseer of Poor, postage 3.25 
P. Kelly, groceries for Mary Albee 135.93 
Dr. Charles C. Morrison, med. aid Amanda 
Hamor 27.50 
Dr. Charles C. Morrison, med. aid Alec Young. . 31.00 
Amanda Hamor, aid to Rose Gilman 14.00 
Hodgkins Realty Co., rent for I. S c a m m o n s . . . 23.14 
Hodgkins Realty Co., rent for John Mayo. . . . 96.00 
B. S. Higgins Co., tobacco for W. W. Wilkinson. 1.00 
Jordan & Ronald, groceries for Geo. Loring... . 219.04 
Dr. G. A. Phillips, med. aid George Loring. . 56.50 
Franklin Shoe Store, shoes for Geo. L o r i n g . . . . 5.75 
Franklin Shoe Store, mdse. for Mrs. John Mayo 46.05 
J. Kurson, mdse. for A. Howard. 5.00 
C. A. Keucher, mdse. for Geo. Loring 7.55 
C. A. Keucher, mdse. for Cora Darling 2.70 
E. Todd, board Violet Grindle 5.00 
B. Barstow, groceries for Lular Grindle 78.82 
Children's Home Society, aid to Violet Grindle.. 28.18 
State of Maine, aid to Huntley children 156.00 
Dr. Charles C. Morrison, med. aid R. Coffron... 50.00 
C. C. Ladd, mdse. for Alec Young • 6.50 
C.C. Ladd, mdse. for Fannie Harvey .80 
M. Perlinsky mdse. for Lillian Leland 38.16 
Jordan & Ronald, groceries for D. Manchester 30.00 
T. C. Higgins, groceries for Lular Grindle 12.92 
Rodick Realty Co., land rent for Carrie Burton. 35.00 
Rodick Realty Co., rent for Amanda Hamor 36.00 
B. H. Hospital, board of Inza Coffron. 28.00 
C. H. Wood, attorney's fee 9653 
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Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid James Shaw 2.50 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid Cora Darling.. . 22.50 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid Cora Howard 9.50 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid Alice Kelley 50.00 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid Harold Keezer.... 25.00 
Dr. R. G. Higgins, med. aid Wm. G. Smith 10.00 
Dr. Patten, med. aid Alice Kelley 63.00 
Dr. Patten, med. aid Cora Darling 7.00 
Dr. Patten, med. aid Harold Keezer 5.00 
B. H, Hospital, board of Alice Kelley 44.32 
E. R. Cough, groceries for Royce Coffron. 19.59 
B. H. Water Co., water rent for Jennie Wilson.. 9.45 
B. H. Water Co., water rent for Mrs. J. Mayo.. 9.45 
B. S. Higgins Co., tobacco for Robert Hadley... 11.40 
B. H. Hospital, aid to Harold Keezer 3.25 
H. S. Nason & Son, mdse for Geo. Lor ing . . . . 2.50 
C. A. Pettingill, wood for Fannie Harvey 21.50 
Brewer Ice Co., wood for Fannie Harvey 5.00 
B. H. Hospital, board of Cora Darling 25.00 
B. H. Hospital, board of George Loring 16.00 
W. J. Allen, rent for George Loring 25.00 
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy, med. aid Coffron child. 2.50 
Total Expenditures $7,199.28 
Resources 
Amount of Appropriation $5,500.00 
From Mt. Desert, aid to paupers 436.19 
Franklin, aid to Scammons family . . . 183.20 
State, aid to Jennie Wilson 205.35 
Jordan & Ronald, error in bill, overpaid. 2.00 
Total Resources for the year $6,326.74 
Amount Overdrawn $ 872.54 
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Due from Town and State from the Expenditures 1920 
FromBluehill $ 92.92 
Wesley 97.59 
State on account Geo. Loring.. 412.16 






Overseer of Poor. 
Report of Treasurer 
Miscellaneous Resources for the Year 
From— 
Highway Department, acct. town team $ 182.00 
A. V. Wilson, license for skating rink. 5.00 
Bar Harbor Water Co., acct. roads 109.97 
Town of Mount Desert, acct. Myra Kenison 
and family 63.35 
B. A. Hamor, overpaid on pay roll (1919)... 4.00 
Charles W. Jordan, overpaid on pay roll (1919) 4.00 
City of Bangor, aid to Sewall Brown, (1919). 39.00 
Town of BlueMll, aid to Cora Howard (1919)... 61.40 
State of Maine, aid to Jennie Wilson (1919)... 124.21 
Saleof Stamps 70 
Interest on bank deposits 638.83 
State of Maine, acct. Mothers' Aid 766.63 
State of Maine, acct. Soldiers' Pensions 510.00 
State of Maine, aid to dependent families of 
soldiers and sailors 351.27 
John Weed, aid furnished in 1919 1.50 
L. M. McFarland, for oil barrels 3.00 
Temporary loans 85,000.00 
Town of Otis, aid to Harry Salisbury and 
family 100.00 
Town of Machias, aid to Francis Gilman, 1919. 63.18 
Town of Machias, aid to George Todd and 
wife, 1919 50.24 
City of Rockland, aid to Clayton Vose and 
wife, 1917 24.52 
R. S. Coffin, bowling alley license 10.00 
Cyr Brothers, rent of steam boiler 50.00 
County Treasurer Police Officer's fees re-
turned 86.17 
Royce Coffron, for shovel sold 2.00 
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State of Maine, aid to Jennie Wilson 205.35 
Washburn McFarland, error in pay roll. . . . 48.00 
Carriage and auto licenses 47.05 
Use of telephone 2.60 
Constable's fees collecting taxes 24.00 
Susie Smith, for victualer's license 1.00 
Rent of Grant cottage 617.50 
Everett Smith, for shovel sold 2.00 
Norway Drive, appropriation lumber sold 
from general roads 40.00 
Small & Ingalls, use of steam roller 180.0C 
R. H. Kellam, for oil barrels sold in 1919 50.00 
Mrs. John I. Kane, use of steam roller 15.00 
Itinerant Vendor's licenses 428.40 
D. P. Brewer, acct. general roads 20.00 
S. D. Hecht, for sidewalk material 40.00 
Swans Island High School, tuition 45.00 
Eastern S. S. Lines, Inc., reimbursement on 
freight 24.00 
Hancock High School, tuition 45.00 
Fifield & Joy, for oil barrels sold 25.00 
A. H. Lynam, acct. general roads. . . . . 2.50 
State of Maine, for public library 50.00 
Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, acct. street lighting... 100.00 
V. F. Gooch, sale of tax deed 23.22 
Bar Harbor Municipal Court, officers' fees.. . . 54.47 
Poll taxes omitted from 1918 and 1919 tax lists 6.00 
Brewer Ice Co., for culvert pipe sold 32.40 
J. F. Hodgkins & Son, material sold from 
road department 25.00 
T. L. Roberts, material sold from road dept.. 38.05 
State of Maine, acct. School & Mill F u n d . . . . 3,059.47 
State of Maine, Common School Fund 9,175.16 
State of Maine, R. R. & Tel. Tax 108.55 
Shea Brothers, tarvia sold 42.33 
W. P. Wadleigh, dog licenses for 1920. 196.00 
Town of Tremont High School, tui t ion. . . . 45.00 
Ralph L. White, oil barrels sold 21.00 
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City of Brewer, 1917 Board of Health b i l l . . . . 145.16 
Interest on taxes 1,190.01 
Bertrand Stanley, Board of Health bill 25.00 
State of Maine, for highway dept 110.61 
State of Maine, free high school 500.00 
Town of Franklin, 1919 pauper bill 103.28 
Town of Franklin, 1920 pauper bill 183.20 
State of Maine, damage to domestic animals.. 52.50 
State of Maine, for industrial education 1,611.54 
Herbert Jordan, error in pay roll Fire Dep t . . . . 18.00 
J. H. Stalford, rent of town truck 644.11 
Jordan & Ronald, error in bill. 2.00 
Town of Mt. Desert, support of paupers . . 436.19 
B. H. & U. R. Power Co., tarvia sold.. 2.50 
Charles E. Gilley, for tarvia sold 4.55 
Loan for constructing bridle paths 2,500.00 
Roy Hamor, charging chemicals 19.56 
Highway Dept., feeding team used on highway 
previously paid from fire department. 652.46 
P. \V. Blanchfield, rent of steam boiler.. 28.75 
George W. Austin, for sidewalk m a t e r i a l . . . 3.00 
State of Maine, burial of soldier's widow 60.00 
State of Maine, acct. State road 1,712.82 
Town of Bar Harbor, interest on town school 
fund 109.72 
Frank McGouldrick, Supt., for text books and 
supplies sold from common schools 10.91 
Frank McGouldrick, Supt., rent typewriters and 
sale of books and supplies from high school 161.78 
Frank McGouldrick, Supt., supplies sold from 
department of Industrial Education. . 31.27 
Town of Trenton, for tuition to high school... 165.00 
Frank McGouldrick, Supt., supplies sold from 
department of Educational Administration 49.04 
B. S. Higgins Co., acct. Industrial Education, 
bill paid twice 3.55 
Total miscellaneous resources for the year 113,626.48 
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Taxes rec'd from collector during year . . . .272,626.86 
Cash on hand Jan. 1,1920 20,861.44 
Total cash receipts for year 407,114.78 
Less town orders paid during year 383,092.13 
Cash balance Jan. 1, 1921 $24,022.65 
Respectfully submitted, 
CHARLES F. PAINE, Treasurer. 
Report of Collector of Taxes 
for the Year 1920 
Unpaid taxes of 1914, Jan. 1, 1920... $ 17.19 
Unpaid taxes of 1915, Jan. 1, 1920.. 18.67 
Unpaid taxes of 1916, Jan. 1, 1920... 34.12 
Unpaid taxes of 1917, Jan. 1, 1920... 1,004.55 
Unpaid taxes of 1918, Jan. 1, 1920... 1,751.98 
Unpaid taxes of 1919, Jan. 1, 1920... 16,723.47 
Total unpaid taxes Jan. 1, 1920. .. — 19,549.98 
Commitment of 1920 269,038.90 
Total of commitments 288,588.88 
Collected and paid to treasurer 272,626.86 
Unpaid taxes Jan. 1, 1921 $15,962.02 
Unpaid taxes of 1918, Jan. 1, 1921. $1,474.06 
Unpaid taxes of 1919, Jan. 1, 1921... 1,994.34 
Unpaid taxes of 1920, Jan. 1, 1921... 12,493.62 
$15,962.02 
Respectfully submitted, 
CHAKLES F. PAINE, 
Collector of Taxes 
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List of Unpaid Taxes 
1918 
Musgrave, Frances E. . 




Billings, George P 64.80 
Brown, heirs Daniel K.. 3.78 
Emery, William H 3.00 
Hammond, Oscar 12.60 
Haskell, George 4.44 
Leland, Oscar 3.00 
Richards, heirs Heman L. 1.80 
Richards, Wm. B 3 00 
Soper, Rodney P 3.00 
Tracy. Howard G 3 00 
Young, James M 3 00 
Bowen, E. B., trustee .. 82.80 
Bowen, Pamelia W 49.32 
Musgrave, est. F. E 1738.80 
Patterson, E. M 18,00 
1920 
Abbott, Carroll A 3 00 
Allen, Charles F 11.65 
Allen, Harry 3 00 
Alley, Everard D 3 00 
Alley, Frank 0 461 25 
Alley, Frank O. Jr 3 00 
Alley, Maud L 2 93 
Alley, Morris 3 00 
Alley, Norman L 3.00 
Allison, Wesley R :1.00 
Anderson, George W 3 00 
Anderson, Percy G 3 00 
Anderson, Ralph E 3.00 
Atchinson, heirs Abram. 1.95 
Austin, Albert W 3.00 
Baker, James J 3.00 
Banks, Phebe Wells. . . 871.65 
B . H . B . & T . Co., trustee 
for Adelia Phippen and 
children 7.22 
Barrett, Charles R 3.00 
Barrett, Cyprian 3.00 
Beaton, Pearl 3.00 
Billings, George P 87.82 
Bowden, Caroline S 11.90 
Brewer, Irving 3.00 
Brown, heirs Daniel K. . . 4.09 
Bunker, Grover C 3.00 
Bunker, Lena M 15.60 
Bunker, Ralph 3.00 
Burns, Galen F 3.98 
Burr, John H 3.00 
Carpenter, Edward S 9.05 
Carr, Arthur 3.00 
Carpenter, Mattie A 43.79 
Carter, John A 3.00 
Chilman, Arthur E 9.63 
Clark, Lena A 34.20 
Clark, William 53.23 
Clark, William F 7.29 
Clatworthy, William 3.00 
Coffron, Forest H 3.00 
Collins, Alexander 5.93 
Collins, L. 0 3.00 
Colson, E v a T 3.90 
Coney, John J 3.00 
Conners, Frank H 3 00 
Cook, Fred R 3.00 
Cook, George 3.00 
Cough, Ezra R 35.17 
Crabtree, Abbie S 1.95 
Crowell, William 3.00 
Cunningham, W. E 102.84 
Curtis, George H 3.00 
Daniels, Robert 4.37 
Darling, Charles H 3.00 
Davis, Ansel R 11.78 
Davis, Charles 3 00 
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Davis, Frank E 7.88 
Davis, Ida B 26.33 
Dinsmore, Ambrose 3 00 
Dorr, Harvey R 3 00 
Dunton, John P 4 09 
Eckstrom. A. w 3.00 
Emery, Guy W 10 80 
Emery, Ralph 3 00 
Emery, Raymond 3 00 
Emery, heirs Rufus . . . 22.23 
Emery, William H 3 00 
Falkenstrom, E d w i n . . . 3 00 
Falkenstrom, Gus B 3.00 
Falkenstrom, John N. . . . 3 00 
Farley, Daniel E 20 55 
Fenwick, Charles 3.00 
Fickett, Ralph C 3 00 
Filliettaz, Henry J 7.29 
Frazier, Bradley 3 98 
Fletcher, George S 3. CO 
Foley, James 13.21 
Frost, Irving G.. ... 24.45 
Gabrielson, Arthur 3.00 
Garland, Ralph R 35.37 
Getehell, Eeffie B 37.05 
Getchell, Stowe S 3.00 
Gilbert, Harvey 4.95 
Gilbert, H. B 15.83 
Gilbert, Sheridan W 19 38 
Gilman, Francis 3.00 
Goodwin, Eugene T 3.00 
Gott, David 3.00 
Graten, Henry 3.00 
Grace, Walter 3.00 
Graffam, Charles 4.95 
Grant, George A l l a n . . . . 3.00 
Grant, Vincent A 3.00 
Gray, Arthur 3.00 
Gray, Daniel M 3.00 
Gray, Edward J 12.78 
Gray, Ella 59 
Gray, Fred 3.00 
Gray, Irving 3.00 
Gray, Myron H 3.00 
Green, Harriet Banks. . 737.10 
Green, Wm. Lawrence. . . 3.00 
Grindle, Morris W 3.00 
Grindle, Herbert 3.00 
Guthrie, Mark H 3.00 
Hadley, heirs of Olive A. 4.29 
Hall, George H 25.23 
Hall, Lewis H 26.76 
Hall, LewisH.& Geo. H. . 23.40 
Hamblin, Frank 6.12 
Hamblin, Frank and 
Elizabeth 4.68 
Hamilton, Charles 3.00 
Hamor, Edward R 31.28 
Hamor, John S 5.53 
Harriman, Leroy R 3.00 
Harris, Harold 11.77 
Harris, Mark S. 3.00 
Harding, William H 12.55 
Harvey, Fred A 3.00 
Harvey, heirs Nellie M... 15.60 
Haskell, George. .' 6.90 
Hayward, Chas. David. . 3.00 
Hayward, Charles H 3.00 
Higgins, Albert L 3.00 
Higgins, Archie A 3.00 
Higgins, Arthur M 131.51 
Higgins, Elvin H 5.85 
Higgins, Jessie L 40.95 
Higgins, Lettie A 99.45 
Hodgdon, Fred H 3.00 
Hodgdon, Nancy E 9.17 
Hodgkins, Albert H 26.60 
Hodgkins, Dallas 4.95 
Holbrook, Jasper H. . . . 3.00 
Hollis, Lewis H 3.00 
Hollis, Myrton E 3.00 
Hopkins, Seth H 125.46 
Huntley, George H 9.24 
Huntley, Stillman 3.00 
Hurd, Daniel 3.00 
Hutchings, Arthur 3.00 
Inman, Fred 3.00 
Jellison, V. P 3.00 
Johnson, Clarence 3.00 
Johnson, Leslie E 3.00 
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Johnson, Norman 3.00 
Johnston, Harry C 3.00 
Johnston, L a w r e n c e . . . 3.00 
Jones .E l l aW 43.48 
Jones, Thomas P 96.60 
Jones, William H 3.00 
Jordan, William R. and 
Anne M 123.83 
Jordan, William R 3.00 
Kane, Lyman L 3.00 
Keene, Henry 0 25.43 
Keezer, David 8.07 
Keezer, Lester 4 56 
Keith, Everett 13.73 
Kavanagh, Sarah E 138.45 
Kelley, Walter F 3 00 
Kenison, Myra 1.95 
Kief, Tullia A 20 67 
Kief, Percy 11 58 
Leighton, Alice 1.17 
Leighton, Samuel E. . . . 2.21 
Leland, Harry A 3 00 
Leland, Lewis 0 3 00 
Leland, Maxwell 3.00 
Leland, Oscar 3.00 
Leland, Otis B 1.56 
Leland, heirs Plymouth R 7 99 
Leland, Matilda J 17.55 
Leland, Sarah R 15.60 
Lindall, Charles E 33.22 
Liscomb, Inez 2 68 
Livingston, Philip 549 .00 
Long, Coster 3.00 
Luckings, Fred 26.40 
Lunt, Guy B 29.52 
Lunt, Watson W 38.69 
Magnunson, John 3.00 
Marshall, Arno W 3.00 
Marston, Vernon 3 00 
Mayo, heirs Lorenzo . . 3 90 
McFarland, Howard . 3.00 
McFarland, Sherman P. 12 75 
McKay, Edward 6.82 
McKay, Eva 1.95 
McQuinn, Vernon A 3 00 
Milliken, Sherman 3.00 
Mitchell, Albert 6.90 
Mitchell, Allen A 3.00 
Mitchell, James W 3.00 
Mitchell, Joseph F .98 
Mitchell, Samuel D 3.00 
Moore, Leroy 3.98 
Moore, Margaret L 3.99 
Moran, Ada E 73.40 
Moran, John J 17.62 
Morrison, Elmer J 46.80 
Morrison, William F , 3.00 
Morrison, William F. & 
Pauline 127.72 
Moseley, Charles 3.00 
Murphy, William E 3.00 
Norton, James E , . . 3.00 
Norris, Sherley D 3.00 
Norwood, Ernest 3.00 
Norwood, Harvey 4.85 
Norwood, Gerald 3.00 
O'Neill, David H 3.00 
Ott, Joseph 4.95 
Paine, Norman D 3.00 
Parker, Isaac 3.00 
Palmer, J. A. .C 10.80 
Parks, George W 3.00 
Pettingill, Amasa 5.14 
Peterson, Frank S . . . . . . . 3.00 
Pettingill, Horace R.\... 3.00 
Pettigrew, Andrew 3.00 
Pettegrew, Bernice R 20.47 
Pray, James 3.00 
Prescott, John H 3.00 
Paradisi, Rafaella 3.00 
Redding, Herbert H 3.00 
Reeves, Charles H 3.00 
Reynolds, Arthur W 3.00 
Reynolds, David 3 00 
Reynolds, John E 3.00 
Reynolds, Josephus 3 00 
Rich, heirs Frances M. . . . 19.50 
Rich, John H I860 
Richards, heirs Heman L 195 
Richards, F r e d S . . . 3.00 
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Richardson, A. L 8.07 
Richardson, Olin W.. 3 00 
Richardson, Forest E.. . . 3 00 
Robinson, Roland 3 00 
Robinson, Harvard G.... 3 00 
Rodick, Alice 63.76 
Rodick, Fountain M 3 00 
Rodwell.T. S 3.90 
Rogers, Harris B 3.00 
Rogers, Roland 3.00 
Russell, Walter G 3.00 
Ryder, George W 100 
Salisbury, Harry 3.00 
Salisbury, Herbert L 3 00 
Salisbury, Pearl 3 00 
Salisbury, Persis 3.00 
Salisbury, Wellington.... 56.61 
Salisbury, Malcolm 3.00 
Sargent, Dudley '. . . 3.00 
Sargent, Elmer E 7.09 
Sargent, Frank 3.00 
Sargent, Luella 25.35 
Savage, Paul 6.90 
Shelton, William 3.00 
Silk, Clarence 3.00 
Silk, James W 3.00 
Silk, Mark H 3.00 
Small & Ingalls 101.40 
Smith, Chester 3 00 
Smith, Edward L 3 00 
Smith, Forest L 3.00 
Smith, Hattie V 39.97 
Smith, Herman D 62.86 
Smith, Everett 3(00 
Smith, William E 3.00 
Smith, Mrs. Wm. E.. .. . 2.39 
Soper, Rodney P 3.00 
Spratt, Alice Y 13.65 
Spratt, heirs Frank 245.31 
Spratt, Hugh F 52.72 
Stafford, George J 3.00 
Stanley, Albert H 41.02 
Stanley, Bertrand E 3.00 
Stanley, William B 3.00 
Strout, Helen L 14.62 
Strout, OraG 225.96 
Strout, Seldon 3.00 
Sullivan, George W 3.00 
Suminsby, Nelson 3.00 
Swazey, heirs Wm. D. . . . 13.46 
Tate, Clarence 1 3.00 
Teague, E. Fisher 6.90 
Thompson, Frank W.. . . 46.06 
Thompson, heirs S. S.. . . 2.34 
Tracy, George W 3.00 
Tracy, Howard S 3.00 
Tracy, George W., 2d. . . 3.00 
Treat, Samuel L 106.35 
Trevett, Henry R 3.00 
Tripp, heirs Bilthen A.. . 33.15 
Trussell, Edgar J 24.45 
Wakefield, Flora B 103.35 
Wakefield, Harrison E.. . 109.27 
Wakefield, Horatio D. . . . 29.33 
Walls, Chester E 7.87 
Walls, Joseph 3.00 
Walls, Leroy R 10.72 
Walls, Marian A 17.55 
Walls, Willis J 9.44 
Webber, George 3.00 
Webber, William C 3.00 
Webber, Edmund H 3.00 
Wood, George .E 3.00 
Wood, Ernest 3.00 
Woodbury, William E. . . 3.00 
Woodbury, William A.. . . 3.00 
Young, Alexander M.. 3.00 
Young, James M 3.00 
Young, William H 35.76 
Bowen, Edw. B., trustee 89.70 
Bowen, Pamelia W 53.43 
Boardman, Mrs. E. C.. . . 19.50 
Bowles, Namee 8.39 
Bowles, Mrs. Ralph 11.70 
Brewer Victor E 29.05 
Bucks County Trust Co., 
trustees of estate of 
Frances E. Musgrave. . 1883.70 
Cleaves, Marcus M 9.75 
Cousins, Charles H 10.92 
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Dalby, Dorothy 11.70 
Davis, heirs Annie G.. 17 06 
Dean, Elizabeth M 30.23 
Doyle, heirs Chas. E 1.56 
Dunbar, Harvey 156.00 
Emerson, heirs Edith M. 14.04 
Evans, heirs Margaret. . 58.50 
Foster, Gertrude 1 
Friend, heirs Lewis 1 
Grant, Horace A 
Greeley, Mary A n n . . . . . . 
Hall, Daniel G 
Hamor, William M 
Hamor, heirs Lucy A.. . . 
Hancock County Savings 
Bank 
Harris, Jane A 
Hill, Frederick, et als . . 
Hill, Frederick W., trustee 
Hill, Frederick W 
Holden, Gertrude H 
Hotel Louisburg, Inc.. 
Since closing my 
ing taxes reported in 
paid. 
1918 
Musgrave, Frances E. . . 600.00 
1920 
Higgins, A. L 3.00 
Higgins, Lettie A 99.45 
Kief, Percy 11.58 
Higgins, Archie 3.00 
Walls, Marion A 17.55 
Emery, heirs R. R 22.23 
Hotel Louisburg, Inc.. . 12.19 
Chilman, Arthur E 9.63 















Kelly, Catherine Coney.. 86.38 
Le Conte, Susan B 163.21 
Marcyes, Zelphia 1.17 
McCauley, Edward , Jr. . 142.35 
Parker, Charles E 18.53 
Partridge, Margaret R. . . 365.62 
Phelps, Thomas J 93.60 
Sawyer, Grace W 100.62 
Slater, Mabel Hunt 13.65 
Somes, George A 8.78 
Stanford, Charles D 5.85 
Stoughton, heirs Mary T. 78.00 
Taylor, Mrs. A. E 5.85 
Thompson, Robert W., Jr. 24.37 
Turnbull, heirs Charles. . 1.17 
Walls, Samuel M 5.85 
Walls, heirs William S.. . 5.85 
Whiting, William E 1.56 
Wing, Laura Kennedy.. . 614.25 
Davis, James 3.00 
McGilvery, Hugh 3.00 
accounts for the year 1920 the follow-
the above list as unpaid, have been 
Livingston, Philip 366.60 
Harris, Jane A 206.70 
Collins, Alexander 5.93 
McQuinn, Vernon A 3.00 
Norwood, Harvey 4.85 
Partridge, Margaret R. . . 200.00 
Small & Ingalls 101.40 
Daniel M. Gray 3.00 
Inez Liscomb 2.68 
Carroll A. Abbott 3.00 
Tull iaA. Kief 20.67 
Roland Rogers 3.00 
This leaves the unpaid taxes at date of printing report 
as follows: 
1918 unpaid $ 874.06 
1919 unpaid 1994.34 
1920 unpaid 11391.16 
Total unpaid $14259 56 
Report of Auditor 
I have carefully examined the accounts of the Town 
Officers and found them correct and the correct amount of 
cash on hand to balance the Treasurer's account. 
FRED L. HADLEY. 
Report of Town Clerk 
Births recorded in 1920 82 
Births recorded in 1919 77 
Increase in Births 5 
Birth Rate per M 20.5 
Deaths recorded in 1920 52 
Deaths recorded in 1919 69 
Decrease in Deaths 17 
Death rate per M 13. 
Marriages recorded in 1920 44 
Marriages recorded in 1919 69 
Decrease in Marriages 25 
Marriage rate per M 11. 
Deaths 
Under 1 year 10 
1 to 10 years. 1 
10 to 20 years 0 
20 to 30 years 2 
30 to 40 years 2 
40 to 50 years 6 
50 to 60 years 11 
60 to 70 years 5 
70 to 80 years 9 
80 to 90 years 6 
90 and over 0 
Average age at death during 1920 in Bar Harbor 
48 years 6 months 10 days 
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Old Age 3 
Stillborn 3 
Mitral Insufficiency 2 
Peritonitis 2 
Premature Birth 2 
Heart Disease 2 
















W. P. WADLEIGH, Town Clerk. 
